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PUBLIC ABSTRACT 

 

EXPLORING THE REGULATORY MECHANISMS BEHIND CHLOROPLAST 

POPULATION MORPHOLOGY 

 

By 

 

Emily Jennings Tallerday 

 

 Plants are the primary food source for many organisms. Therefore, it is crucial to 

understand how plants obtain their food. Plants are green because their leaf cells contain an 

abundance of chloroplasts—small compartments that can capture light energy and convert it into 

food through a process known as photosynthesis. Most crops and other plants that live under 

constant direct sunlight have many very small chloroplasts, which can move around within the 

leaf and avoid damage that might occur after prolonged exposure to intense light. To generate 

these large populations within leaf cells, chloroplasts reproduce by dividing at the middle, much 

like bacteria. My work focuses on how chloroplast replication is controlled. Plants with fewer 

chloroplasts generally do not perform as well at capturing light energy and may be more 

susceptible to damage from intense amounts of light. I have laid the groundwork for establishing 

two Peperomia plant species as models for studying this regulation. Peperomia, also known as 

radiator plants, are popular houseplants due to their diverse ornamental foliage. This diversity 

extends within the leaf, as some Peperomia species have drastically different numbers and sizes 

of chloroplasts in their leaves. To understand how these physical differences might occur, I have 

studied two species—one with a few very large chloroplasts in its cells and the other with a 

much larger population of very small chloroplasts per cell. 



 

ABSTRACT 

EXPLORING THE REGULATORY MECHANISMS BEHIND CHLOROPLAST 

POPULATION MORPHOLOGY 

 

By 

 

Emily Jennings Tallerday 

 

 Eukaryotic cells tightly regulate their populations of endosymbiotically-derived 

organelles. Organelle populations can be described in terms of size, number, or coverage, the 

latter being the collective planar area taken up by the organellar population relative to that of the 

cell. As the photosynthetic organelle, chloroplasts are vital, and alterations to chloroplast 

population morphology can affect photosynthetic performance and biomass accumulation. 

However, how the cell perceives and regulates its chloroplast population remains a mystery. 

Division at the mid-plastid (binary fission) is the primary mechanism by which chloroplasts 

increase their population sizes. It has been well established that lower division rates result in a 

small population of enlarged chloroplasts, suggesting the existence of a compensatory 

mechanism ensuring that total chloroplast coverage within the cell is preserved through a 

tradeoff between chloroplast division and expansion.  

 Most model plants keep a relatively large number of chloroplasts in their leaf cells (>50 

per cell). In expanding leaf cells, multiple rounds of chloroplast division typically increase the 

number of chloroplasts per cell. However, a number of natural adaptive alterations to chloroplast 

morphology have been observed in several tropical plant species, primarily those native to low-

light environments. The tropical plant genus Peperomia (Piperaceae) offers a unique opportunity 

for understanding the regulation of chloroplast population morphology, as some Peperomia spp. 

contain two to six giant chloroplasts in their palisade mesophyll cells at maturity, while most 

others have higher numbers of small chloroplasts in their mesophyll cells. 



 

 I have characterized chloroplast population morphology in Peperomia, of which six 

species had not been studied previously, and shown that chloroplast division is inhibited in the 

palisade cells of Peperomia pellucida. Further, I have assembled and annotated the genome of 

Peperomia dahlstedtii, the first genome for this genus, and produced a novel transcriptome 

assembly for P. pellucida. Lastly, I have analyzed gene expression in these two species differing 

in palisade cell chloroplast population morphology and identified several candidate genes 

potentially underlying the differences in phenotype. For the first time, I also have described the 

expression of the chloroplast division genes in these two species. By characterizing variation in 

chloroplast population morphology in Peperomia, my work builds upon existing research on this 

trait over leaf development, provides the resources necessary for Peperomia to be used as a 

model, and identifies potential causes behind the large-chloroplast phenotype documented in 

several species. 
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Chapter 1. The Green Knight’s challenge: towards leveraging natural variation in 

chloroplast population morphology to understand this fundamental cell-

biological trait 
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Introduction 

 Plant cells tightly regulate their plastid populations, and rightly so, as many essential 

functions are plastid-specific (e.g., photosynthesis, pigment production and storage, starch 

storage, gravity-sensing, etc.) (Pyke, 2009). However, how cells perceive and regulate the 

adjustment of their plastid populations remains a mystery (Honda et al., 1971; Ellis and Leech, 

1985; Okie et al., 2016). Plastid population morphology can be described simply in terms of size, 

number, and coverage—the latter being the ratio of total plastid planar area to that of the cell 

area (Marshall, 2016; Okie et al., 2016). Alterations to chloroplast population morphology can 

affect photosynthetic performance, biomass accumulation (Pyke et al., 1994), and likely fitness 

(Külheim et al., 2002; Frenkel et al., 2006; Athanasiou et al., 2009). For example, remarkably 

large chloroplasts (discussed later) are known to experience higher rates of photodamage 

(Ghaffar et al., 2018) and are less photosynthetically efficient compared to those of ‘average’ 

size (Jotham and Webber, 2005; Weise et al., 2015; Dutta et al., 2017). Conversely, plants with 

populations of many small chloroplasts perform very well under high light (i.e., stressful) 

conditions (Jeong et al., 2002; Dutta et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 2017). While this phenomenon is 

somewhat related to photorelocation, as small chloroplasts may be better able to move around 

the cell (Jeong et al., 2002; Königer et al., 2008), there is more at play (Dutta et al., 2015; Dutta 

et al., 2017). 

 Division is the primary mechanism by which plastids replicate and increase their 

population sizes (Osteryoung and Pyke, 2014; Pyke, 2016). Chloroplasts divide by binary 

fission, yielding two daughter chloroplasts of equal size from a single parent, and all chloroplasts 

within a specific cell- or tissue-type are typically of similar size (Leech and Pyke, 1988; 

Osteryoung and Pyke, 2014). Reduced rates of chloroplast division have been shown to result in 
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an increase in individual chloroplast size (Butterfass, 1979; Pyke et al., 1994; Robertson et al., 

1995; Osteryoung et al., 1998; Pyke, 1999). This well-documented phenomenon suggests the 

existence of a compensatory mechanism ensuring that total chloroplast coverage within the cell 

is maintained through a balance between chloroplast division and expansion (Butterfass, 1979; 

Osteryoung and Pyke, 2014).  

 Overall, small chloroplasts are better adapted for photo-stressful environments with 

fluctuation in/excess light. So why are there plants with large chloroplasts? Chloroplasts found in 

the leaves of shade-adapted and low-light-preferring plants are generally enlarged (and, thus, 

fewer in number), and their grana stacks tend to be thicker, wider, and more disorganized in 

appearance than those of high-light-adapted plants (Irmak, 1957; Bjorkman et al., 1971; 

Anderson et al., 1973; Tsel’niker, 1973; Boardman, 1977; Butterfass, 1979; Lichtenthaler et al., 

1981; Machado et al., 1986; Nasrulhaq-Boyce and Duckett, 1991; Sheue et al., 2007; Liu et al., 

2020). Recent work in Selaginella has shown that these features may be adaptive, optimizing 

light capture in environments with fluctuating indirect light (Liu et al., 2020). However, we do 

not know how this apparent tradeoff for larger chloroplast size over number is regulated in such 

plants.  

 In this thesis I have used species from the low light plant genus Peperomia, several of 

which have a small population of very large chloroplasts, to understand how the plant cell 

regulates individual chloroplast expansion over division. The work I have conducted and 

described in the following chapters builds upon our understanding of chloroplast population 

morphology in the primary photosynthetic tissues. I have characterized chloroplast population 

morphology in Peperomia, of which six species had not been studied previously, and shown that 

division is inhibited in the palisade cells of Peperomia pellucida. Further, I have assembled and 
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annotated the genome of Peperomia dahlstedtii, the first genome for this genus, and produced a 

novel transcriptome assembly for P. pellucida. Lastly, I have looked at gene expression between 

two species differing in palisade cell chloroplast population morphology and identified several 

candidate genes potentially underlying the differences in phenotype. For the first time, I also 

have described the expression of the chloroplast division genes in these two species. By 

characterizing variation in chloroplast population morphology in Peperomia, my work builds 

upon existing research on this trait during leaf development, provides the resources necessary for 

Peperomia to be used as a model, and identifies potential causes behind the large-chloroplast 

phenotype observed in several species. Overall, this work marks a path forward towards 

understanding the adjustment of chloroplast population morphology.  

 Here I begin with a review of chloroplast replication and maintenance over leaf 

development, as these are foundational concepts behind chloroplast population morphology. 

Variation in chloroplast population morphology is then discussed. Genetic loci known to affect 

chloroplast population morphology are reviewed, and their implications for natural variation are 

elaborated on. 

Chloroplast replication and maintenance in the leaf 

 In plants, all plastids are derived from proplastids (plastid precursors) present in 

meristematic cells and gametes (Pyke, 2009). It is generally accepted that division is the primary 

mechanism by which both proplastids and chloroplasts replicate, though the exact proteins 

involved may differ slightly (Robertson et al., 1995; Pyke, 1997). The cell strictly controls the 

timing and frequency of plastid division (Honda et al., 1971; Cran and Possingham, 1972; 

Possingham, 1973; Butterfass, 1980; Boffey and Leech, 1982; Leech and Pyke, 1988; Pyke and 

Leech, 1992; Pyke, 1997). Proplastids differentiate into chloroplasts, amyloplasts, chromoplasts, 
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or other plastid types depending on cell fate (Pyke, 2009). Though plastid population size varies 

widely by cell type (described below), improper or insufficient proplastid division has been 

shown to produce differentiated cells apparently completely lacking plastids (i.e., aplastidic) 

(Butterfass, 1979; Chen et al., 2009; Pyke, 2009). This condition is generally thought to be lethal 

(Robertson et al., 1995; Pyke, 2009), as plastids perform several essential cellular functions 

beyond photosynthesis (i.e., starch storage and the synthesis of amino acids, lipids, hormones, 

etc.) (Pyke, 2009). 

Chloroplast size and number are tightly controlled 

 Photosynthesis is primarily carried out in the leaf mesophyll cells, arranged in palisade 

and spongy mesophyll (Evert and Eichhorn, 2006). A mature spongy mesophyll cell contains 50-

150 chloroplasts in most plants, though extreme cases have been reported (3-300 chloroplasts) 

(Butterfass, 1979; Evert and Eichhorn, 2006; Pyke, 2009). Epidermal, hypocotyl, and guard cells 

contain chloroplasts, though the individual chloroplast size and number per cell are much smaller 

(Butterfass, 1979; Pyke, 1997). This functionally-specific phenomenon is likely due to a 

combination of higher rates in chloroplast division and increased coverage in the primary 

photosynthetic cell layer(s) to maximize photosynthesis, as no other cell type contains as many 

plastids as mesophyll do chloroplasts (Pyke, 1997). 

 Leaf development can be loosely chronologically described in terms of cell 

differentiation, division, and expansion (Pyke et al., 1991; Evert and Eichhorn, 2006; Sakamoto 

et al., 2016). Upon illumination, the proplastids in leaf-destined cells develop into chloroplasts 

(Pyke, 2009). Expanding leaf mesophyll cells experience high rates of chloroplast division 

(Figure 1.1A-B; Honda et al., 1971; Possingham et al., 1988; Pyke, 2009). This results in a large 
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population (50-150) of relatively small chloroplasts (Butterfass, 1979; Evert and Eichhorn, 2006; 

Pyke, 2009). 

 The molecular process of chloroplast division has been well studied, primarily in A. 

thaliana (Figure 1.1C; Chen et al., 2018). Filamenting temperature-sensitive Z1 and Z2 (FtsZ1 

and FtsZ2; tubulin-like GTPases) co-assemble inside the chloroplast stroma (light blue & green; 

Figure 1.1C; Osteryoung and Vierling, 1995; Osteryoung et al., 1998; Olson et al., 2010; 

Yoshida et al., 2016) and are herded to the mid-plastid (for binary fission) by 

ACCUMULATION AND REPLICATION OF CHLOROPLASTS (ARC; Pyke and Leech, 

1992) 3 (ARC3; pink; Figure 1.1C), 11 (ARC11/MinD; dark blue; Figure 1.1C) and 12 

(ARC12/MinE; dark grey; Figure 1.1C), in addition to membrane-bound MULTIPLE 

CHLOROPLAST DIVISION SITE 1 (MCD1; lavender; Figure 1.1C), (Colletti et al., 2000; 

Maple et al., 2007; Nakanishi et al., 2009; Miyagishima, 2011). ARC6 (yellow; Figure 1.1) 

interacts with FtsZ2, tethering the Z ring to the inner envelope membrane (IEM; Figure 1.1C; 

Maple and Møller, 2005). ARC6 and Paralog of ARC6 (PARC6; dark purple; Figure 1.1C) 

recruit PLASTID DIVISION 1 (PDV1; orange; Figure 1.1C) and 2 (PDV2; taupe; Figure 1.1C), 

respectively, to the outer envelope membrane (OEM) through interactions at the inner membrane 

space (IMS; light grey layer; Figure 1.1C) (Glynn et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2017). PDV1 and 2 

help assemble the outer division ring by bringing ARC5 (also referred to as DRP5B; red; Figure 

1.1C) to the OEM (Gao et al., 2003; Miyagishima, 2003). Lastly, PARC6 recruits ARC3 to the 

division site, facilitating Z-ring destabilization and remodeling, critical for chloroplast 

constriction (Zhang et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2019). 
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Figure 1.1. Chloroplast division in A. thaliana.  

(A) The expanding leaf is the primary site of (B) chloroplast division and occurs at high rates in 

the mesophyll cells. Dashed blue lines indicate constriction sites. (C) The proteins involved in 

chloroplast division act in a coordinated system at the mid-plastid. Black arrows in C denote the 

targeting of Z-ring assembly to the mid-plastid by the Min system. OEM, outer envelope 

membrane; IMS, inner membrane space; IEM, inner envelope membrane. This figure was 

adapted from Chen et al. (2018). 
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 Chloroplasts experience two distinct growth forms—elongation (i.e., lengthening) and 

equidistant expansion (Whatley, 1988). I consider these in two dimensions (area rather than 

volume) for simplicity. Just before division, the chloroplast elongates along one axis, changing 

from circular to ‘elongated peanut’ in shape (Leech and Pyke, 1988; Osteryoung and Pyke, 

2014). The chloroplast assumes a ‘dumbbell’ shape during division due to constriction at the 

mid-plastid (Leech and Pyke, 1988; Gao et al., 2003). Immediately after fission, the daughter 

chloroplasts (similar in size) expand while maintaining a circular shape, ultimately doubling the 

area (Leech and Pyke, 1988). Chloroplast expansion can occur continuously (Whatley, 1988), 

though how this process is regulated is unknown. 

 Chloroplast coverage (i.e., ‘compartment size’ or ‘plastidome area’) is the ratio between 

the total area occupied by the chloroplast population to that of the cell area (Butterfass, 1979; 

Osteryoung and Pyke, 2014). While coverage can vary (Jellings et al., 1983; Larkin et al., 2016; 

Salesse et al., 2017), it is consistent by species and cell type—the leaf mesophyll cells of several 

plants maintain ~70% coverage (Pyke, 2009). In differentiated post-mitotic leaf mesophyll cells 

where cell expansion is ongoing (Evert and Eichhorn, 2006), chloroplast division rates increase 

to maintain coverage as the cellular area increases (Honda et al., 1971; Possingham et al., 1988; 

Pyke, 2009). As demonstrated in A. thaliana mutants for genes involved in chloroplast division, 

coverage is maintained by a tradeoff between chloroplast division and expansion (Pyke and 

Leech, 1992). Thus, if chloroplast division is inhibited, the plant will have a small population of 

enlarged chloroplasts. Despite its strict maintenance, we do not yet know how the cell senses or 

regulates the adjustment of this trait. Though the overall focus of my thesis is not on coverage, 

this trait is the subject of Appendix I and is further discussed there. 
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Alterations to chloroplast size and number 

 Most of what we know about the regulation of chloroplast population morphology is 

derived from studies on chloroplast division in A. thaliana. While we understand quite well how 

chloroplast replication occurs on the molecular level in A. thaliana, we know very little about 

how this mechanism might influence chloroplast population morphology in nature, or how the 

process of division is regulated itself. Below I begin with a summary of how the A. thaliana 

chloroplast division genes can influence chloroplast size and number. I then provide an overview 

of documented cases of natural variation in chloroplast population morphology and how they 

may relate to chloroplast division. 

Known genetic loci controlling chloroplast size and number 

 As described above, chloroplast division is necessary in the leaves so that a large 

population of chloroplasts can be generated for the purpose of photosynthesis. The earliest 

mutants (AtftsZ1 and Atarc6) for the chloroplast division genes identified, as described below, 

share very similar and distinct chloroplast morphology, where each cell contains a few very large 

chloroplasts. The FtsZs are required for constriction at the mid-plastid during division (Figure 

1.1C); therefore, it is unsurprising that AtftsZ mutants contain a small population of enlarged 

chloroplasts. While the division is severely inhibited, chloroplast coverage is maintained by the 

continued expansion of the individual chloroplasts in these plants (Osteryoung et al., 1998; 

Schmitz et al., 2009). Interestingly, natural variation in chloroplast size between different A. 

thaliana accessions has been partially attributed to the truncation of FtsZ2-2 (Kadirjan-Kalbach 

et al., 2019). It seems likely that reduced expression of any of the FtsZs could contribute to 

chloroplast expansion over division in natural plant systems.  
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 A. thaliana arc6 exhibits the most extreme morphology of the division mutants, 

containing only 1-3 large chloroplasts per leaf mesophyll cell (Pyke et al., 1994; Robertson et al., 

1995). It is thought that chloroplast division does not occur in Atarc6, as the number of 

chloroplasts per cell does not increase with cell expansion (Pyke et al., 1994; Robertson et al., 

1995). Importantly, ARC6 is required to tether FtsZ2 to the IEM during Z-ring assembly (Figure 

1.1C). Further, ARC6 may be necessary for proplastid replication, as ~30% of Atarc6 mature 

guard cells were aplastidic—an extremely rare condition no matter the cell type (Robertson et al., 

1995). While reduced expression of ARC6 is a plausible mechanism for producing larger 

chloroplasts in natural plant populations, it may be less likely considering the potential role 

ARC6 plays in proplastid division, as the cell aplastidic condition is extremely rare and thought 

to be lethal (Robertson et al., 1995). 

 Through direct interaction with the FtsZs, ARC3 acts as a negative regulator of FtsZ 

assembly (Figure 1.1C). Independent overexpression of ARC3 or PARC6, which interacts with 

ARC3 at the constriction site to promote Z-ring disassembly (Figure 1.1C), produces large 

chloroplasts in A. thaliana (Maple et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2016; Chen et 

al., 2019). Interestingly, Atparc6 plants overexpressing ARC3 exhibit an extreme large 

chloroplast phenotype similar to that observed in Atarc6 (Chen et al., 2019). Recent work in A. 

thaliana suggests that PARC6 also interacts with MinD, which helps target Z-ring assembly to 

the mid-plastid, during chloroplast division in epidermal cells (Itoh et al., 2018). High expression 

of ARC3 and or alterations to the expression of PARC6 could therefore potentially explain the 

natural production of enlarged chloroplasts. Overall, it is likely that changes in the expression of 

more than one of the chloroplast division gene would contribute to naturally-derived large 

chloroplasts.  
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 Moving away from the genes with clear roles in chloroplast division, an initial report 

observed that reduced expression of A. thaliana GIANT CHLOROPLAST 1 (GC1) resulted in 

mesophyll cells containing one or two giant chloroplasts and that these plants experienced 

reduced CO2 fixation (Maple et al., 2004). However, work by another group reported that 

overexpression of the same locus inhibited plastid division and was able to rescue lines 

overexpressing the FtsZs (Raynaud et al., 2004). A recent paper attempting to clarify the role of 

GC1 found that multiple lines overexpressing or lacking GC1 rarely exhibited the phenotypes 

described previously (Li et al., 2017). There is good agreement that GC1 localizes to the 

chloroplast, where it resides at the stromal side of the inner envelope membrane (Maple et al., 

2004; Li et al., 2017). I believe that GC1 likely does play a role in chloroplast division, but that 

this role is more complex than those of the division genes described above, and that different 

levels of GC1 expression, rather than knocking out the gene, might be required for observation 

of the phenotypes described previously. To this end, I have included GC1 in my list of 

chloroplast division genes to assess for expression analyses in Peperomia (Chapters 3 & 4). 

Variation in nature 

 While most work on chloroplast division and morphology has been conducted in A. 

thaliana, there is natural variation in chloroplast population morphology in many different plant 

species, and this variation could be attributable to the chloroplast division genes or yet unknown 

players. Land plants generally maintain a large population (>50) of chloroplasts in their primary 

photosynthetic cells (palisade and spongy mesophyll) (Evert and Eichhorn, 2006). However, 

shade-adapted plants and low-light species maintain a smaller population of larger chloroplasts 

in these cells (Butterfass, 1979; Lichtenthaler et al., 1981). Here I will provide some specific 

examples. 
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 There is a lot of variation in chloroplast population morphology in hornworts. In some 

species, one giant chloroplast is found per gametophyte cell. These chloroplasts are unusually 

shaped (e.g., ‘dumbbell’ or ellipsoidal) (Vaughn et al., 1992). Other accounts describe ‘chains’ 

of small chloroplasts and cells containing 100 chloroplasts (Butterfass, 1979). These dumbbell 

and chain phenotypes are reminiscent of Atarc5 mutants, where chloroplast division is arrested 

during constriction (Figure 1.1B, blue dotted lines; Gao et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2018). 

 Among the vascular plants, members of the lycophyte genus Selaginella consistently 

(70% of species observed) exhibit one of the most extreme cases of altered chloroplast 

population morphology, with a single gigantic chloroplast per cell (Butterfass, 1979; Sheue et al., 

2007; Liu et al., 2020). Further, Selaginella meristematic cells contain one large proplastid 

(Butterfass, 1979). It is thought that the large size and shape of Selaginella chloroplasts may be 

adaptive to the low light environments in which most species are found (Sheue et al., 2007; Li et 

al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020). Measurement of photosynthesis and photodamage in Selaginella 

demonstrated that these plants experience high rates of photodamage under high-light conditions 

(Ghaffar et al., 2018). What could be the molecular cause of this phenotype? Reduced 

chloroplast division is one potential explanation given the phenotypes of Atarc6, AtftsZ1 

,AtftsZ2, and Atpdv1 and Atpdv2 (Pyke et al., 1994; Robertson et al., 1995; Stokes et al., 2000; 

Okazaki et al., 2009; Schmitz et al., 2009). Similarly, many A. thaliana chloroplast division 

mutants, particularly those with very large chloroplasts, are susceptible to high light and 

photodamage (Jotham and Webber, 2005; Weise et al., 2015; Dutta et al., 2017). Though not as 

well documented, some Selaginella species have chloroplasts that appear to be linked (i.e., are 

not completely separated). This has been observed in young guard cells and the stem and base of 
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the leaf (Butterfass, 1979) and is reminiscent of Atarc5 (Gao et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2018) and 

Atclmp1 (Yang et al., 2011). 

 Though not as extensively documented, Isoetes species (lycophyta) (Butterfass, 1979) 

and the fern Teratophyllum rotundifoliatum (Nasrulhaq-Boyce and Duckett, 1991) exhibit 

similar large chloroplast phenotypes to that of Selaginella (Butterfass, 1979). 

 Members of the angiosperm genus Peperomia can be found growing in the understory of 

tropical forests (Fosberg and Sachet, 1975; Kubitzki et al., 1993; Rasingam and Parthasarathy, 

2009; Ashton-Butt et al., 2018) and possess an array of unique low-light-associated 

morphological features (e.g., palisade-localized calcium oxalate crystals, water-containing 

adaxial ‘window’ cells, etc.) (Gausman et al., 1975; McWilliams and McWilliams, 1978; 

Gibeaut and Thomson, 1989; Christensen-Dean and Moore, 1993; Ting et al., 1994; Kuo-Huang 

et al., 2007; Lee, 2007). For several species, one such feature includes extremely large 

chloroplasts in the leaf palisade and root cells. Though chloroplasts in Peperomia generally are 

less abundant (~20-30 chloroplasts/cell) than in other plants (>50), they are even more so (2-6) in 

the palisade mesophyll of P. metallica (Butterfass, 1979; Cherkashin et al., 1999; Ahmadabadi 

and Bock, 2012), P. pellucida (Machado et al., 1986), and P. meridiana (Chapter 2). As with 

Selaginella, one might expect differences in chloroplast division to be behind this phenomenon, 

and the work described in the following chapters addresses this thoroughly. 

Key points and moving forward 

 There is a great need for a thorough understanding of endosymbiotic organelle population 

morphology, particularly for chloroplasts, as alterations to the size and number of chloroplasts in 

leaf cells can affect photosynthesis (Jotham and Webber, 2005; Weise et al., 2015; Dutta et al., 

2017). While it is clear that chloroplast division affects population morphology, it remains a 
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mystery how the host cell senses and controls the adjustment of this trait. Several cases of altered 

chloroplast population morphology have been discussed. Due to the breadth of variation in 

Peperomia (Machado et al., 1986; Ahmadabadi and Bock, 2012), this genus is potentially a 

valuable model for studying variation in chloroplast population morphology. The primary barrier 

to this proposed path forward is the lack of molecular resources for Peperomia, as only two de 

novo transcriptome assemblies are published (Matasci et al., 2014; Batista et al., 2017), and no 

genome is available for the genus. My work fills these gaps by exploring chloroplast division and 

population morphology over leaf development in Peperomia (Chapter 2), establishing novel 

transcriptomic and genomic resources for the genus (Chapters 3 & 4), and identifying underlying 

candidate regulators for the enlarged chloroplast morphology in P. pellucida (Chapter 4). 

Overall, the work described in this thesis provides novel insight into leaf development and 

chloroplast division dynamics in the early-diverging eudicot genus Peperomia and characterizes 

the expression of the chloroplast division genes by RNAseq for the first time. 
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Chapter 2. Chloroplast population morphology and division in the tropical plant 

genus Peperomia 
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Introduction  

 Peperomia Ruiz & Pav. is the eleventh largest angiosperm genus with just over 1,300 

species (Simmonds et al., 2021). Peperomia spp. are early-diverging eudicots found in the 

Piperaceae family alongside Piper nigrum (black pepper). Further, Peperomia is a member of 

the Magnoliid clade, containing Cinnamomum spp. (cinnamon), and Persea americana 

(avocado) (Wanke et al., 2006; Frenzke et al., 2015; Soltis et al., 2018; Simmonds et al., 2021). 

Peperomia spp. are herbaceous perennial epiphytes (Frenzke et al., 2016), best known as 

commercially-available house plants, primarily due to their morphologically diverse and 

decorative foliage (Frenzke et al., 2015; Gutierrez et al., 2016). Several species of Peperomia 

have medicinal value, and the genus is well known for the production of biochemically active 

compounds (Mahiou et al., 1995; Mahiou et al., 1996; Gutierrez et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016). 

Due to their phylogenetic position within the Magnolidae and the diversity within the genus, 

these species are important for understanding ecology, evolution, and diversification within the 

angiosperms (Egydio et al., 2014; Richards et al., 2015; Simmonds et al., 2021). 

 Peperomia is the most biogeographically diverse genus in the Piperaceae family, and 

these species can be found in the Neotropics, South Pacific, Asian tropics, and Africa (Frenzke et 

al., 2015; Frenzke et al., 2016; Simmonds et al., 2021). A number of Peperomia spp. reside in 

the shaded understory of tropical forests (Fosberg and Sachet, 1975; Kubitzki et al., 1993; 

Rasingam and Parthasarathy, 2009; Ashton-Butt et al., 2018) and exhibit leaf-morphological 

features thought to be beneficial to shade or low-light environments. Large water-containing 

‘window’ cells just below the adaxial epidermis of the leaf are thought to help distribute light to 

the primary photosynthetic tissues below (Christensen-Dean and Moore, 1993; Egbert and 

Martin, 2000; Egbert and Martin, 2002). Calcium oxalate crystals are found in the palisade 
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mesophyll leaf cells and are also thought to distribute light to optimize capture (Kuo-Huang et 

al., 2007). Large grana-dense shade-like chloroplasts (Irmak, 1957; Bjorkman et al., 1971; 

Anderson et al., 1973; Tsel’niker, 1973; Boardman, 1977; Lichtenthaler et al., 1981; Sheue et al., 

2007) have been reported in some species (Machado et al., 1986; Ahmadabadi and Bock, 2012) 

and utilized in early patch-clamp studies on photosynthesis (Bulychev et al., 1972; Bulychev et 

al., 1998; Cherkashin et al., 1999). 

 In general, leaves are comprised of adaxial epidermal, palisade, spongy mesophyll, and 

abaxial epidermal cells from the light-facing top to the underside. In plants that have been 

studied extensively, including Arabidopsis thaliana, spinach, and wheat, mature mesophyll cells 

serve as the primary photosynthetic tissue and contain a dense population of 50-150 chloroplasts 

that collectively occupy ~70% of the cell surface area (Butterfass, 1979; Evert and Eichhorn, 

2006; Pyke, 2009). In many plants, the planar area of a single mature chloroplast is ~50 µm2 

(Pyke, 1997). Together, Peperomia metallica and Peperomia pellucida represent one of the most 

severe natural cases of altered chloroplast population morphology described amongst the 

angiosperms (Butterfass, 1979), as their palisade mesophyll cells specifically contain 2-8 

enlarged chloroplasts, while those of Peperomia serpens and Peperomia argyreia had a larger 

population of much smaller chloroplasts (Machado et al., 1986; Ahmadabadi and Bock, 2012). 

Importantly, coverage appears to be similar in palisade cells between species (Ahmadabadi and 

Bock, 2012). Taken together, this suggests that chloroplast division may be reduced or inhibited 

completely in the palisade cells of P. metallica and P. pellucida, and that increased chloroplast 

expansion occurs to compensate for coverage. Here, I explore chloroplast morphology in nine 

Peperomia spp. and investigate to what extent chloroplast division occurs, if at all, in the species 

with large palisade-cell chloroplasts.  
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Results 

Chloroplast population morphology in the mature leaves of nine Peperomia species 

 Despite there being over 1,000 species of Peperomia (Simmonds et al., 2021), chloroplast 

population morphology had only been described in four (Machado et al., 1986; Ahmadabadi and 

Bock, 2012). I obtained these species to confirm their phenotypes, but found that one of the large 

chloroplast species, previously called ‘P. peduncularis’ Ahmadabadi and Bock, 2012), was the 

same as P. metallica, reducing my sample size of large chloroplast species to two. This was 

further confirmed by an expert on Peperomia (Marie-Stéphanie Samain, Instituto de Ecología, 

A.C., Red de Diversidad Biológica del Occidente Mexicano). Further, I found it difficult to 

maintain large populations of all species except P. pellucida, primarily due to the requirement for 

clonal propagation and slow growth rate. To identify other Peperomia species that would be 

easier to work with, I obtained and characterized plants from various nurseries (see Methods). 

Plant morphology for each species was cross-referenced against herbaria and live-specimen 

images available through Tropicos and the Meise Botanic Gardens to confirm species identity. 

Nine species were identified with high confidence as accepted species and retained for 

assessment of chloroplast population morphology.  

 In order to observe chloroplast size and number in these nine species, mature leaf tissue 

was fixed and separated cells were imaged (Figure 2.1). There was great diversity in the size and 

number of chloroplasts per cell (Figure 2.1). Based on previous phylogenetic analyses, I 

anticipated the morphologies of P. meridiana, P. metallica, and P. pellucida would be similar, as 

they are closely related (Wanke et al., 2006; Frenzke et al., 2015). Indeed, these three species 

contained 3-6 very large chloroplasts ranging from ~150-400 µm2 in the palisade mesophyll cells 

(Figure 2.1)—establishing P. meridiana as a ‘large chloroplast’ species for the first time. 
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Palisade chloroplast area in the other species observed was much smaller, while the number of 

chloroplasts per cell was higher, e.g., ~12-50 µm2 and ~27 chloroplasts/cell, respectively, for P. 

dahlstedtii (Figure 2.1). 

Depending on the species, different types of chloroplasts appeared to be present in the mesophyll 

cells (palisade and spongy). Chloroplasts with blue iridescent-like coloring were occasionally 

observed in the spongy mesophyll cells of P. dahlstedtii, P. incana, P. metallica, P. pellucida, 

and P. serpens (Figure 2.1). Chloroplasts with similar coloring and morphology have been 

observed in other low-light plants such as Begonia pavonina, Selaginella willdenowii, and 

Elaphoglossum herminieri, the leaves or microphylls of which give off an iridescent blue color 

(Graham et al., 1993; Gould and Lee, 1996; Lee, 2007; Glover and Whitney, 2010; Thomas et 

al., 2010).  

 Clusters of chloroplasts were also frequently observed in spongy mesophyll cells of P. 

metallica and P. pellucida (Figure 2.1). This made me wonder whether the large-palisade 

chloroplasts of these species might be connected, as it is difficult to see whether they are 

separated within the tight confines of the palisade cell (Figure 2.1). However, several patch-

clamp studies have described the isolation of individual chloroplasts from P. metallica leaves as 

part of their methods (Vredenberg and Tonk, 1975; De Grooth and Van Gorkom, 1981) indicting 

that they are distinct individuals. 

Quantifying chloroplast population morphology in nine Peperomia species   

 It has been established in several plant species that there is a strong correlation between 

the number of chloroplasts per mesophyll cell and cell size, as chloroplast numbers typically 

increase by division during cell and leaf expansion to maintain coverage (Ellis and Leech, 1985; 

Pyke and Leech, 1987; Leech and Pyke, 1988; Pyke and Leech, 1992). 
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Figure 2.1. Chloroplast population morphology in Peperomia. 

Palisade (P) and spongy (S) mesophyll cells (one of each kind outlined with dotted black 

lines/panel) are isolated from fixed mature leaves. Species names are indicated in the top left 

corner of each panel. The scale bar (centermost panel) represents 50 µm for all images. Insets 

(bottom right of each panel) show leaf morphology for each species. Note that P. metallica var. 

columbiana was erroneously referred to as P. peduncularis previously (Ahmadabadi and Bock, 

2012).  
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 The maintenance of chloroplast coverage has been demonstrated particularly well in the 

A. thaliana chloroplast division mutants, where chloroplast number does not increase with cell 

size—the result of perturbation to division (Pyke and Leech, 1992). The large chloroplast 

phenotype found in the palisade cells of P. pellucida, P. metallica, and P. meridiana suggested 

that the division of differentiated chloroplasts is reduced in these cells. To test this, I measured 

chloroplast number per cell and found that it did not increase with cell size in these species, as 

they maintained ~3-5 chloroplasts per cell regardless of cell area (Figure 2.2). In contrast, small 

chloroplast species such as P. dahlstedtii, P. incana, P. fraseri, and P. serpens accumulated more 

chloroplasts as cell size increased (Figure 2.2). Taken together, these results suggested that 

chloroplast division could occur in the palisade cells of small chloroplast species, but that it may 

not in the large chloroplast species.   

 In order to determine whether chloroplast division occurs in the palisade cells of the 

large-chloroplast Peperomia species, I selected two representatives to focus on—P. dahlstedtii, 

which has up to 30 chloroplasts (each averaging ~27 µm2 in area) per cell, and P. pellucida, 

which maintains 3-6 chloroplasts (each averaging ~175 µm2) per cell (Figure 2.3). These species 

were  selected primarily for their clear differences in chloroplast number per cell and average 

chloroplast size, and for their ease of cultivation, similar growth habit, and the relatively small 

diploid genome size of P. dahlstedtii, which is discussed in Chapter 4.  

Chloroplast division during leaf development in P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida 

 As shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, the larger palisade cells of P. pellucida do not 

accumulate more chloroplasts, while those in P. dahlstedtii do.   
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Figure 2.2. Correlation between the number of chloroplasts per cell and planar cell area in 

Peperomia.  

Data were measured from fixed mature palisade mesophyll cells from the species listed in the 

legend. The 95% confidence intervals for each linear regression are indicated by semi-

transparent coloring surrounding the line of best fit, for each species. P. dahlstedtii, P. fraseri, P. 

incana, and P. serpens had slopes significantly greater than zero (p<0.001), while the remaining 

large-chloroplast species did not (p>0.05). 
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Figure 2.3. Quantitative assessment of chloroplast population morphology in P. pellucida 

and P. dahlstedtii. 

(A, B) Live cross-sections were taken from the mature leaves of (A) P. dahlstedtii and (B) P. 

pellucida. W, water-containing window cell; P, palisade mesophyll; S, spongy mesophyll.  
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Figure 2.3 (cont’d) 

The scale bar (bottom left, B) represents 100 µm for both images. (C) Fixed mature palisade 

mesophyll cells from P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida. Individual cells are outlined with white 

dashed lines. The scale bar (bottom left, D) represents 20 µm. (E) Linear regressions for 

chloroplast number per cell as a function of cell area. 95% confidence intervals are represented 

with semi-transparent grey coloring around each line. (F) Quantitative comparison of chloroplast 

size (Wilcox test, p<0.001) between the two species. The legend (center) serves for both plots. 
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I measured chloroplast number per palisade cell in both species over the course of leaf expansion 

to determine whether chloroplast division occurs in P. pellucida,  as chloroplast division is 

known to occur continuously throughout leaf development as the cells expand, increasing 

chloroplast numbers to maintain coverage (Pyke and Leech, 1992). To establish a developmental 

leaf series for each species, the smallest unfurled leaf at the shoot apex was identified, removed, 

measured for length and width, and placed into fixative (Figure 2.4B, P. dahlstedtii & E, P. 

pellucida). The oldest fully-expanded leaf closer to the base of the plant was taken next (Figure 

2.4D, P. dahlstedtii & G, P. pellucida). In between these two extremes, both spatially along the 

stem and regarding leaf size, three more leaves varying in size and spaced as equidistantly as 

possible along the stem were identified and prepared in the same manner. This was done for 

three plants per species. Together, these leaf series span the period of leaf expansion through 

maturity. The fixed samples were stained and imaged for cell wall in addition to chlorophyll 

autofluorescence, allowing for more accurate chloroplast counts in the younger leaves, where 

chloroplast and cell size are generally smaller. Palisade cell chloroplast number, size, and cell 

size measurements were taken from these images, and the resulting data are shown in Figure 2.4. 

In P. dahlstedtii, chloroplast number per cell significantly increased between each stage, with 

approximately two doublings to chloroplast number overall (~5 to 22 chloroplasts per cell; 

Figure 2.4A). This is in line with previous observations on chloroplasts population increases in 

the expanding leaves of other plants, though perhaps a bit lower in net increase, as three to four 

rounds of division have been observed in A. thaliana and wheat (Leech and Pyke, 1988; Pyke, 

2009). Similar to P. dahlstedtii, the youngest P. pellucida leaves had ~5 chloroplasts/cell (red; 

Figure 2.4A). However, these numbers did not increase significantly with leaf expansion (Figure 

2.4A). In fact, the youngest P. pellucida leaves (stage A) had significantly more chloroplasts per 
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cell than to all other more mature leaves (stages B-E; Figure 2.4A). This may indicate that cell 

division was still occurring in the stage A leaves of P. pellucida while chloroplast division was 

not, meaning that the number of chloroplasts per cell would be ~2x lower in the daughter cells 

post-division. This is consistent with my results showing that the average number of chloroplasts 

per cell was ~6 in stage A leaves and ~3 in the successive stages (Figure 2.4A). Together, these 

data demonstrate that the reduced number of chloroplasts observed in mature P. pellucida 

palisade cells, and likely that of its sister species P. metallica and P. meridiana (Figure 2.1), can 

be attributed to a complete lack of chloroplast division. Further, I have established P. dahlstedtii 

as a positive control for palisade-cell chloroplast division, which is utilized for the work 

described in Chapters 3 and 4. While I have observed chloroplasts in the spongy mesophyll cells 

of P. pellucida and P. dahlstedtii (Figure 2.3A-B), it was particularly difficult to quantify their 

numbers and size in P. pellucida, so it is unclear whether chloroplast division is inhibited in the 

whole P. pellucida leaf or just in the palisade layer (Figure 2.3B). 

Discussion 

 Chloroplast population morphology is an important trait that can vary depending on 

genetic or environmental conditions. However, we do not understand how the cell senses and 

regulates this trait. In order to study this trait, I have identified or confirmed small and large 

chloroplast phenotypes in the palisade mesophyll cells of five and four species, respectively, 

within the Peperomia genus (Figure 2.1; Machado et al., 1986; Ahmadabadi and Bock, 2012). In 

order to conduct fine-scale developmental studies on chloroplast population size and division, 

two representative species were selected as models for the small and large chloroplast phenotype 

in the palisade cells, P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida, respectively (Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.4. Chloroplast division over leaf development in P. pellucida and P. dahlstedtii. 
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Figure 2.4 (cont’d) 

(A) The average number of chloroplasts per palisade cell in P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida from 

young through mature leaves (stages A-E, respectively). Statistical significance was determined 

by Kruskal–Wallis tests with post-hoc Holm-correction (***<0.001, **<0.01, and *<0.05). (B-

D) P. dahlstedtii stage A, stage C, and stage E, merged bright field, calcofluor white 

fluorescence (cell wall), and chlorophyll autofluorescence (red), images of fixed and separated 

leaf tissue. (E-G) Equivalent stages for P. pellucida in the same order. The white scale bar 

(bottom leftmost panel) denotes 25 µm for all similar images. Image insets in the bottom right of 

each panel show leaf morphology for the corresponding stage. Blue arrows indicate the 

youngest-leaves isolated. The blue inset scale bars represent (from left to right) 1 mm, 1 mm, and 

1 cm. Mature leaves are outlined with a blue dashed line.  
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 After identifying five distinct leaf-developmental stages for both species, I was able to 

demonstrate that the large-chloroplast phenotype observed in P. pellucida palisade cells is 

caused by a complete lack of chloroplast division during leaf expansion (Figure 2.4). These data 

suggest that the chloroplast division genes could play a role in the large chloroplast phenotype 

observed in certain Peperomia species. 

 Interestingly, chloroplast size and number also vary between the palisade and spongy 

mesophyll cells within the three large chloroplast species—P. meridiana, P. metallica, and P. 

pellucida (Figure 2.1). Chloroplast division was only quantified in palisade mesophyll cells, so it 

is unclear whether chloroplast division occurs in the spongy mesophyll cells of these species. 

Further, it remains to be seen whether the spongy mesophyll chloroplasts in P. pellucida can be 

considered functionally equivalent to those in the spongy mesophyll of other species, as they do 

not appear to contain many chloroplasts, and those observed do not appear to have much 

chlorophyll (Figure 2.3B). It is possible that the large palisade chloroplasts block enough light to 

disrupt the development of those in the spongy mesophyll below (Figure 2.4B), especially given 

the well-developed dense grana documented in P. pellucida palisade chloroplasts (Machado et 

al., 1986). This would explain their coloring and smaller population sizes, as chloroplast division 

is regulated by the light environment (Butterfass, 1979). Overall, the cell-specific differences in 

chloroplast population morphology between the palisade and spongy mesophyll suggest that 

differential gene expression, rather than gene-level loss or mutation, may be responsible. 

 Most of what we know about alterations to chloroplast population morphology on the 

gene level comes from studies on A. thaliana mutants for the chloroplast division genes (Chen et 

al., 2018; Chapter 1). However, no studies have been done on the genetic regulation of this trait 

in a natural system. With the goal of identifying potentially novel chloroplast population 
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morphology-regulating genes and observing expression of the chloroplast division genes 

between the small and large chloroplast conditions, I established novel transcriptome data for the 

two model Peperomia species described here (Figure 2.3 & Figure 2.4). This work is described 

in Chapter 3 and expanded upon in Chapter 4. 

Conclusions 

 In my efforts to characterize the regulation of chloroplast population morphology in 

plants I have demonstrated that the small population (~3 chloroplasts per cell) of enlarged 

chloroplasts in the low-light species P. pellucida is caused by a complete lack of division in the 

palisade cells. Further, I have shown that chloroplast division does occur in the small-chloroplast 

species P. dahlstedtii. Moving forward, both species can be used as models for their respective 

chloroplast size phenotypes. In Chapter 3, I describe the generation of de novo transcriptomes for 

P. pellucida and P. dahlstedtii as a first step towards identifying candidate regulators of 

chloroplast population morphology, which are likely expressed at different levels between these 

species. 

Materials and methods 

Plant materials, growth conditions, and propagation 

 P. fraseri, P. dahlstedtii, P. argyreia, P. incana, and P. serpens were purchased from 

Steve’s Leaves (https://stevesleaves.com/). P. meridiana and occasionally P. metallica (when 

available) were purchased from Josh’s Frogs (https://www.joshsfrogs.com/). P. metallica (var. 

columbiana or otherwise) was purchased from Walmart and P. obtusifolia from Meijer. P. 

pellucida was propagated from seeds initially purchased through Amazon 

(https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01M7T2E8I/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UT

F8&psc=1). Seeds were sprinkled evenly on top of moist soil in square 4-inch pots and covered 

https://stevesleaves.com/
https://www.joshsfrogs.com/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01M7T2E8I/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01M7T2E8I/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
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with a clear plastic dome, which was removed ~2-3 weeks after germination (when the first two 

true leaves were visible). 

 For species identification, herbaria records (descriptions and images) available through 

Tropicos (https://www.tropicos.org) and the Meise Botanic Garden living plant collections 

database (LIVCOL; http://www.br.fgov.be/research/COLLECTIONS/LIVING/LIVCOL) were 

used. Further, only accepted species as determined using The Plant List 

(http://www.theplantlist.org) were included in this work. 

 Peperomia plants were grown in a growth chamber in a 2:1 mixture of ‘Redi Earth’ soil 

mix (Sungro Horticulture, TLRE3F) to pearlite, under a light intensity of 61 µmol (12-h day), 

humidity of 55-68%, at temperatures of 21-25°C. Plants were watered when the soil was dry and 

fertilized (Miracle-Gro All Purpose Plant Food, 1000283), following the manufacturer’s 

instructions every two and five weeks during the spring/summer and fall/winter months.  

All species were propagated from leaf cuttings. Healthy leaves were removed and cut in half 

perpendicular to the direction of the veins using a sterile razor blade. Both halves were dipped 

(the basal end of each, closest to if not at the petiole) in FastRoot powder (MiracleGro, 1006451) 

and packed in moist soil. The leaf cuttings were covered with a plastic dome to increase 

humidity and incubated in the growth chamber two feet further from the lights than mature plants 

for 3-4 weeks. Successfully rooted cuttings were transferred to fresh soil and brought two feet 

closer to the chamber lights.  

Sampling of the leaf developmental series  

 To start, the smallest unfurled leaf at the shoot apex was identified, removed, measured 

for length and width, and placed into 3.5% glutaraldehyde. Next, the oldest (fully-expanded) leaf 

closest to the base of the stem was processed as above. In between the locations of the first and 

https://www.tropicos.org/
http://www.br.fgov.be/research/COLLECTIONS/LIVING/LIVCOL
http://www.theplantlist.org/
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second samples, leaves of different sizes spaced as equidistantly along the stem were removed 

and prepared as above. This process was done in P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida separately, with 

three biological replicates per species. A total of five distinct leaves were isolated in this manner, 

constituting five distinct developmental stages. All leaves were removed from the plant using a 

sterile double edge razor blade, measured for length and width, fixed in 3.5% glutaraldehyde, 

and prepared for imaging as described below. 

Preparation and imaging of leaf tissue 

 Following techniques as described by Ruzin (1999), Live cross-sections were made using 

fresh mature leaves. Leaves were removed from the plant and promptly placed in a shallow dish 

of sterile distilled H2O. The leaf was gently held down under a layer of parafilm, and a double 

edge razor blade cleaned with 70% ethanol was used to slice several cross-sections <1 mm in 

thickness. 

 For images such as those presented in Figure 2.1, leaves were fixed at room temperature 

in 3.5% glutaraldehyde for 2 h in the dark with shaking. The tissue was subsequently loosened in 

0.2 M Na2-EDTA pH 9.0 for 1 h at 55°C (Pyke and Leech, 1991; Khoshravesh and Sage, 2018) 

and could be stored at 4°C for three months in between imaging. Slides were prepared by placing 

a small amount of leaf tissue in a drop of H2O or 0.2 M Na2-EDTA pH 9.0 on a glass slide. After 

placing the coverslip, the sample was gently tapped down using a pencil eraser, effectively 

separating the cells. Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) images were taken on a Leica 

DMI3000 B microscope with a Leica FLEXACAM C1 camera (12730522) at 400x 

magnification. 

 For the developmental series, samples were prepared as described above. However, prior 

to mounting, samples were stained with 0.6% Calcofluor White (CFW) overnight in the dark at 
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4°C (Lee et al., 2021). The next day samples were mounted on slides as described above, but in 

sterile 75% glycerol in place of H2O or EDTA. Further, slides were sealed (for long-term storage 

at 4°C as needed) by applying clear nail polish along the edges of the coverslip. Images of 

chlorophyll autofluorescence (Excitation 633nm, Emission 600-700nm) and CFW (Excitation 

405nm, Emission 410-500nm) were acquired at 400x magnification using a FLUOVIEW 

(FV1000, Olympus) confocal microscope at the Michigan State University Center for Advanced 

Microscopy. 

Data manipulation, plots, and statistical analyses 

 All cell and chloroplast area measurements and counts were performed using the 

freehand tracing and counter tools in Fiji (ImageJ Version 2.0.0-rc-69/1.52p; Schindelin et al., 

2012) following previously established methods (Pyke and Leech, 1991). Unless otherwise 

noted, R version 3.6.3 (Team, 2020) and RStudio version 1.2.5033 (2019) were used for data 

manipulation. Plots were made with ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) using color palettes from viridis 

(Garnier, 2018). The R code used for this project will be made available at 

https://github.com/AFrolicOfFerns/peperomia-developmental-measurements. 
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dahlstedtii and Peperomia pellucida 
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Introduction 

 Chapter 1 reviewed literature establishing that variation in chloroplast population 

morphology can impact photosynthesis and likely plant fitness, and that there is variation in this 

trait both in A. thaliana mutants and in natural plant populations such as Peperomia. Though this 

trait is clearly important, we do not know how it is regulated. In Chapter 2, I showed that the 

large chloroplast phenotype found in the palisade cells of P. pellucida is the result of a complete 

lack of chloroplast division during leaf expansion (Figure 2.4). Though a lack of chloroplast 

division explains why we see a small population of enlarged chloroplasts in the palisade cells of 

P. pellucida, we still do not know how the cell senses chloroplast population morphology and 

sets the rate of chloroplast division. Could expression of one of the chloroplast division genes 

(described in Chapter 1) be regulated differently in the palisade cells of P. pellucida, or is some 

other mechanism involved? Presumably, there is some regulatory mechanism by which the cell 

perceives and adjusts its chloroplast population. This mechanism is related to the timing and 

frequency of chloroplast division. Understanding how this process plays out in the Peperomia 

spp. where division does not occur in the palisade cells will provide novel insight into this 

process. 

 In order to identify genes that might regulate chloroplast population morphology and the 

timing and rate of chloroplast division, I decided to investigate gene expression differences in the 

two model species I established in Chapter 2—P. dahlstedtii (small chloroplasts) and P. 

pellucida (large chloroplasts; Figure 2.3). Genomic resources for Peperomia are scarce; no 

genome has been sequenced, and only two de novo transcriptome assemblies are currently 

available—based on RNA sequencing from the mature leaves of P. obtusifolia (Batista et al., 

2017) and various mature tissues of P. fraseri (Matasci et al., 2014), neither of which have large 
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chloroplasts (Figure 2.1). To understand the mechanism behind the inhibition of chloroplast 

division in P. pellucida, gene expression data were needed. Here I describe the generation of 

novel RNA sequencing data and de novo transcriptome assemblies for P. pellucida and P. 

dahlstedtii.  

Results 

Generation and assessment of novel de novo transcriptome assemblies for P. pellucida and P. 

dahlstedtii 

 As described in Chapter 2, P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida were selected as models for the 

small and large chloroplast phenotypes, respectively (Figure 2.3). Very young expanding leaves, 

where chloroplast division is active in P. dahlstedtii, from both species were collected for RNA 

sequencing (stage A; Figure 2.4). While P. fraseri and P. obtusifolia do not exhibit chloroplast 

population morphology similar to P. pellucida (Figure 2.1), their previously reported de novo 

transcriptome assemblies, which are derived exclusively from mature tissues, were obtained 

(Matasci et al., 2014; Batista et al., 2017) and assessed alongside those described here for 

comparison of assembly quality and completeness. Similarly, a de novo transcriptome assembly 

was also generated from publicly available RNA sequencing data derived from young A. 

thaliana expanding leaf tissue (Klepikova et al., 2016) for comparison to the Peperomia 

assemblies. 

 De novo transcriptome assembly statistics are shown in Table 3.1. Overall, the novel 

Peperomia assemblies from P. pellucida and P. dahlstedtii were generated using more than twice 

the amount of sequencing than P. obtusifolia or P. fraseri. Thus, my assemblies have better 

coverage and are likely to be more complete. To assess the correct assembly of transcripts in my 

two species of interest, reads were mapped to their respective assemblies. For P. pellucida, ~88% 
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of reads were mapped, and for P. dahlstedtii, 92% (Table 3.2). These are highly satisfactory 

numbers, indicating good agreement between read alignment and orientation in the assembled 

transcripts.  

 To assess the completeness of predicted proteins in the assemblies, Embryophyta (land 

plant)-specific benchmarked universal single-copy orthologs (BUSCOs) were identified and 

quantified using BUSCO (Simão et al., 2015). Overall, P. pellucida and P. dahlstedtii had the 

lowest numbers of missing BUSCOs (Figure 3.1A; red). Following A. thaliana, P. dahlstedtii 

had the largest proportion of complete BUSCOs (Figure 3.1A). 

 To compare relative gene content and eventually expression between species, groups of 

orthologous genes were clustered into orthogroups (Emms and Kelly, 2015). Orthogroup 

clustering revealed that 6,390 orthogroups were shared between all species and assemblies 

represented (Figure 3.1B). The next largest cluster of orthogroups (2,263) was shared between 

the two Peperomia species, as expected since they are very closely related. The A. thaliana 

transcriptome assembly had no unique orthogroups (Figure 3.1B), meaning these de novo-

assembled sequences were ‘correct’ enough to be grouped with others, mainly its corresponding 

genome. 

 For a more thorough investigation of Peperomia assembly BUSCO-based completeness, 

the percent alignment between individual Peperomia BUSCO sequences and the corresponding 

embryophyta reference sequence (Simão et al., 2015) was extracted and plotted (Figure 3.1C). In 

all assemblies, the majority of sequences aligned at 100%, indicating that these sequences are 

likely complete (Figure 3.1C).  
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Table 3.1. Basic statistics for the de novo transcriptome assemblies. 

Species % GC 

Total 

assembled 

bases 

Total 

genes 

Total 

transcripts 

Median 

contig 

length 

(bp) 

Average 

contig 

length 

(bp) 

P. 

dahlstedtii1 42.34 168,362,854 27,810 105,731 1,291 1,596.9 

P. pellucida2 42.38 213,829,199 36,502 143,653 1,158 1,482.1 

P. fraseri3 44.35 44,505,560 29,073 39,899 868 1,076.9 

P. 

obtusifolia4 42.56 94,998,144 25,757 63,639 1,182 1,494.4 
1 Very young expanding leaves 
2 Very young expanding leaves and whole seedlings 
3 From the 1 KP project, Matasci et al. (2014); mature leaf, root, and shoots 
4 From Batista et al. (2017); mature leaves 

 

 

Table 3.2. Alignment rates of paired end RNAseq reads to their respective de novo 

transcriptome assembly. 

Species 

Overall alignment 

rate (%) 

Concordant 

alignment rate 

exactly 1 time (%) 

Concordant 

alignment rate >1 

time (%) 

P. dahlstedtii 92.2 16.21 64.47 

P. pellucida 88.31 14.59 62.14 
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Figure 3.1. Assessing the quality of the de novo transcriptome assemblies. 

(A) The percent of BUSCOs identified as complete and single-copy (green), complete and 

duplicated (blue), fragmented (yellow), or missing (red) for each de novo transcriptome 

assembly. (B) Orthogroup clustering between the de novo transcriptome assembly-predicted 

proteomes generated for P. pellucida, P. dahlstedtii, and A. thaliana, with reference genome-

based proteomes from A. thaliana and V. vinifera. (C) Density plots for each of the de novo 

transcriptome assemblies generated or utilized, showing the distributions of the percent 

alignment (i.e., coverage) between the species-specific BUSCO hit and that of the reference 

sequence used by BUSCO, where 100% (vertical red dashed lines) or greater means the 

alignment was full length. The black arrow indicates one of the ‘humps’ referred to in the text.  
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Though the A. thaliana assembly had an overwhelming majority of alignments at 100%, all four 

Peperomia assemblies all had a sizeable proportion of alignments at ~50% (black arrow; Figure 

3.1C)—indicating an abundance of shorter sequences in these transcriptomes, meaning they may 

be truncated or fragmented. 

Representation of the chloroplast division orthogroups 

 Based on the similarity between the chloroplast population morphology in the palisade 

mesophyll cells of P. pellucida (Figure 2.3) and several A. thaliana mutants for the chloroplast 

division genes described in Chapter 1, I hypothesized that expression of one or more chloroplast 

division genes may be regulated differently in the palisade cells of P. pellucida. Though it would 

have been ideal to sequence palisade and spongy mesophyll cells separately, attempts at laser 

capture microdissection were not effective in these species, primarily due to the high water 

content of the leaves (window cells; Figure 2.3A). Thus, the expression analysis described here 

for the chloroplast division genes was based on whole-tissue mRNA sequencing in P. pellucida 

and P. dahlstedtii. 

 Orthogroup expression (Benoît Boachon et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018) was used to assess 

differences in expression between species. To account for biological variation in gene expression 

between individual plants, three biological replicates were sequenced for each species. To ensure 

that the replicates within each species were similar in terms of gene expression patterns, relative 

expression levels for all genes were compared across the samples using a Spearman’s correlation 

test, and only those with a correlation coefficient >0.87 were retained (Table 3.3). Using the 

same orthogroups shown earlier (Figure 3.1B), gene expression was calculated as transcripts per 

million (TPM; Wagner et al., 2012) for each orthogroup from each replicate. Finally, TPM was 

summed across each species, where the TPM values for genes in the same orthogroup were  
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Table 3.3. Spearman’s correlation tests between RNAseq replicates. 

Species 

P. pellucida 

 Rep 1 Rep 2 Rep 3 

Rep 1 1 0.989603 0.887129 

Rep 2 0.989603 1 0.885916 

Rep 3 0.887129 0.885916 1 

P. dahlstedtii 

 Rep 1 Rep 2 Rep 3 

Rep 1 1 0.976703 0.945264 

Rep 2 0.976703 1 0.932755 

Rep 3 0.945264 0.932755 1 

A. thaliana 

 Rep 1 Rep 2  
Rep 1 1 0.98747  
Rep 2 0.98747 1  
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Figure 3.2. Chloroplast division orthogroup expression and copy number. 

The heatmap shows the expression of the chloroplast division orthogroups indicated on the left in 

the four species shown at the bottom. The expression values represent the log2 value for the sum 

of the transcripts per million (TPM) values for all genes identified in each orthogroup. Copy 

number (the number of predicted genes present in a given orthogroup) is one unless indicated 

otherwise in the individual tiles. (G), genome; (t) transcriptome; 0’s in the tiles (MCD1 and 

GC1) indicate that no transcripts were identified for that gene; OG, orthogroup.  
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added, yielding the expression value for each orthogroup. For visualization and ease of 

interpretation, these expression values are shown as the log2 of the orthogroup TPM (Figure 3.2). 

Overall ~70-80% of reads, from the young and expanding leaf datasets specifically, aligned to 

the final (longest isoform) transcriptome assemblies for both P. pellucida and P. dahlstedtii. 

Together, these data indicate that there was good alignment and consistency between replicate 

RNAseq samples.  

 I first compared expression of the chloroplast division orthogroups from P. dahlstedtii 

and P. pellucida, as I expected to find some differences in gene expression correlating with 

active chloroplast division in P. dahlstedtii and no division in P. pellucida (Figure 2.4). 

Orthologs for all chloroplast division genes (Chen et al., 2018) were identified in both species, 

except GIANT CHLOROPLAST 1 (GC1; also known as SulA) (Maple et al., 2004; Raynaud et 

al., 2004) in P. pellucida (Pp) and MULTIPLE CHLOROPLAST DIVISION SITE 1 (MCD1) 

(Nakanishi et al., 2009) in P. dahlstedtii (Pd) (Figure 3.2). Truncated candidate PpGC1 and 

PdMCD1 transcripts were recovered from a search against all predicted transcripts (not just the 

longest open reading frames), though they contained many premature stop codons.  

 All Peperomia spp. except P. fraseri contained severely truncated MCD1 sequences 

lacking the N-terminal chloroplast transit peptide and conserved transmembrane domain (Figure 

3.3). PdMCD1 was also truncated at the C-terminus and lacked the conserved coiled-coil domain 

(Figure 3.3; Nakanishi et al., 2009). None of these Peperomia species exhibit the Atmcd1 

phenotype, where chloroplasts heterogeneous in size are found due to asymmetric division 

(Nakanishi et al., 2009). However, it is possible that loss of MCD1 could be associated with the 

larger-sized chloroplasts of Peperomia species in general compared to model plants such as A. 

thaliana.  
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Figure 3.3. Possible MCD1 truncations within Peperomia. 

MCD1 sequences from (top to bottom) A. thaliana, P. dahlstedtii, P. pellucida, P. obtusifolia, P. fraseri, and Cinnamomum kanehirae 

(stout camphor tree, the closest-related genome available at the time). Important domains identified in A. thaliana (Nakanishi et al., 

2009) are annotated above with black lines. The severe early truncation in P. dahlstedtii is indicated by a black arrow below the 

alignment.
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GIANT CHLOROPLAST 1 appears to be mutated to different degrees in Peperomia species 

 GC1 appears to be at least partially involved in chloroplast division in A. thaliana, 

making it a high priority gene of interest for the regulation of chloroplast size and number. 

Altering GC1 expression levels using knock-down lines in A. thaliana produces mesophyll cells 

with a smaller population of enlarged chloroplasts than in wild type (Maple et al., 2004; Raynaud 

et al., 2004). Two assembled transcript sequences with >70% identity to AtGC1 were identified 

in P. pellucida.  However, the 6-frame translations for both transcripts were riddled with stop 

codons, yielding truncated predicted protein sequences, the longest and most complete of which 

is shown in Figure 3.4. GC1 is predicted to have an epimerase domain (Maple et al., 2004; Li et 

al., 2017) with active site residues at S161 and Y168, both of which are substituted in P. 

pellucida (Figure 3.4A). In P. obtusifolia, which does not have large chloroplasts (Figure 2.1), 

GC1 has a more severe truncation than in P. pellucida and is missing these key residues entirely 

(Figure 3.4A). Overall, all four Peperomia GC1 sequences contain multiple deletions or 

truncations varying in severity. Considering this evidence, GC1 is a suitable candidate for the 

large-chloroplast phenotype observed in P. pellucida. 

 A. thaliana mutants for GC1 have been observed for alterations to chloroplast size and 

number, but enlarged chloroplasts were not observed frequently or consistently (Li et al., 2017). 

However, all previously studied mutant alleles retained exon 7, where the predicted epimerase 

active site residues are located (Figure 3.4B). To address the possibility that retention of these 

active site residues in a truncated protein product might result in a milder phenotype, I obtained 

and phenotyped two T-DNA mutants—Atgc1-1 and Atgc1-2 (red arrows; Figure 3.4B). Atgc1-1 

is disrupted at the 5’ end of exon 5, upstream of the active site residues. Atgc1-2, originally 

phenotyped by Li et al., (2017), is disrupted at the 3’ end of exon 8, downstream of the active 
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site residues (Figure 3.4B). Neither mutant appeared to contain visibly larger chloroplasts 

compared to wild-type (Figure 3.4C-E). However, both mutants had reduced numbers of 

chloroplasts per cell with increasing cell size compared to wild-type, though they did not appear 

to differ from one another (Figure 3.4F). Overall, these data suggest that GC1 may play a role in 

chloroplast division, though it is likely not as direct as the division genes described at length in 

Chapter 1. 

Identification of a potential gene of interest behind the ‘large chloroplast’ phenomenon in 

vascular plants 

 Enlarged-chloroplast phenotypes, similar to those I have observed in P. pellucida, have 

been reported in Selaginella species and in Theobroma cacao (cocoa), both of which are shade-

preferring tropical species (Baker et al., 1975; Butterfass, 1979; Sheue et al., 2007; Liu et al., 

2020). I wondered if the shared enlarged-chloroplast morphology observed in these three species 

might be caused by a common genetic factor. Using conservatory samples, I confirmed the 

phenotypes reported for Selaginella and cocoa in mature microphylls or leaves, respectively 

(Figure 3.5A-C). Both species have reference genome assemblies available, and orthogroup 

clustering between a set of small-chloroplast (A. thaliana, V. vinifera, P. dahlstedtii, and P. 

obtusifolia) and large-chloroplast (T. cacao, S. moellendorffii, and P. pellucida) species was 

done to identify orthogroups that might be uniquely present in or absent from one 

morphologically-distinct group over the other. Indeed, the BolA1 orthogroup was missing from 

T. cacao, S. moellendorffii and P. pellucida, but was identified in all other species (Table 3.1). 

As for PpGC1 and PdMCD1 described above, I checked all predicted P. pellucida transcripts for 

AtBolA1-like sequences and found none, likely indicating that BolA1 is either not present in the 
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Figure 3.4. GC1 may be truncated, to varying extents, within Peperomia. 
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Figure 3.4 (cont’d) 

(A) Protein sequence alignment of GC1 from the Peperomia species, A. thaliana, and C. kanehirae. The epimerase domain is 

indicated above and predicted active site residues by red asterisks below the A. thaliana sequence. (B) The exon structure of AtGC1, 

where exons are indicated by taupe boxes and relevant ones numbered, and introns and UTRs by a black line. The T-DNA insertion 

sites in the mutants used in this study are indicated by red arrows. T-DNA and CRISPR/Cas9 mutants used previously (Li et al., 2017) 

are indicated by black arrowheads above and blue triangles below. The locations of the predicted active site residues are shown in 

pink. (C-E) Fixed leaf mesophyll cells from (C) wild-type (Columbia-0), (D) Atgc1-1 (CS65651), and (E) Atgc1-2 (SALK_100683). 

The scale bar represents 20 µm for all images. (F) Correlation between chloroplast number and cells size. The slopes and R2 values for 

each genotype were as follows: Col-0, 0.025 and 0.85; Atgc1-1, 0.016 and 0.92; Atgc1-2, 0.014 and 0.82. Transparent grey areas 

surrounding each line of best fit represents the 95% confidence intervals. 
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P. pellucida genome or was not expressed at high enough levels for reconstruction by de novo 

assembly. 

 To determine whether BolA1 might be worth pursuing as a potential regulator of 

chloroplast size, I looked into the literature on AtBolA1 and found that it is a homolog of 

Escherichia coli BolA, which plays a role in bacterial cell division and is dependent upon FtsZ 

(Aldea et al., 1988; Aldea et al., 1989; Santos et al., 1999). Importantly, many of the chloroplast 

division genes discovered in A. thaliana were identified based on their homology to bacterial cell 

division genes (Colletti et al., 2000; Itoh et al., 2001; Vitha et al., 2003). Indeed, the AtFtsZs 

were first discovered for their homology to bacterial FtsZs (Osteryoung and Vierling, 1995; 

Osteryoung et al., 1998).  

 Given the possibility that plant BolAs might be involved in chloroplast division, perhaps 

via interaction with the FtsZs, I investigated the phylogenetics of this protein group. There are 

four BolA genes in A. thaliana—AT1G55805 (AtBolA1), AT4G26500 (AtSufE1), AT5G17560 

(AtBolA4), and AT5G09830 (AtBolA2) (Couturier et al., 2014; Qin et al., 2015). BolA2 and 

BolA4 diverged prior to BolA1 and SufE1 and will not be considered further. Protein sequence 

alignments for BolA1s and SufE1s identified in nine plant species, including cocoa and P. 

pellucida, were made. BolA1 and SufE1 sequences share high sequence similarity, and both 

contain a BolA domain at their C-terminus (Figure 3.5D-E; Qin et al., 2015). BolA1 sequences 

are best-identified for their lack of a SufE domain at the N-terminus (Figure 3.5D-E). P. 

pellucida was the only Peperomia species lacking a BolA1 sequence, but did have a SufE1 

(Figure 3.5D). Similarly, T. cacao contains one SufE1, but no BolA1 (Figure 3.5D; Table 3.4). 
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Figure 3.5. Peperomia BolA1 and the mutant phenotype of AtbolA1. 
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Figure 3.5 (cont’d) 

(A) Fixed mature leaf tissue from T. cacao, (B) S. moellendorffii, and (C) P. pellucida. The scale bar represents 20 µm for all three 

images. (D) Protein sequence alignments for the SufE and (E) BolA domains in candidate BolA1 and SufE1 proteins. (F) DNA 

agarose gels showing the PCR products amplified from Peperomia spp. with primers specific to BolA1 and (G) targeting the BolA 

domain found in both SufE1 and BolA1. Two or three biological replicates are shown for each species. (H) Fixed leaf tissue from wild 

type A. thaliana and (I) AtbolA1 (SALK_022246; insertion in the 5’ untranslated region). The scale bar represents 20 µm for both 

images. (J) Linear regressions for chloroplast number per cell relative to cell area. The slopes and R2 values for each genotype were as 

follows: Col-0, 0.025 and 0.85; AtbolA1, 0.016 and 0.82. Transparent grey areas surrounding each regression line of best fit represent 

the 95% confidence intervals. 
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Table 3.4. BolA1 was not detected in species with a small population of large chloroplasts per cell. 

Species Genes present in orthogroup OG0009268 (BolA1) 

A. thaliana AT1G55805.1 (BolA1) 

P. dahlstedtii TRINITY_DN6675_c0_g1_i1|m.24425 

P. obtusifolia c22121_g4_i1|m.19970 

P. pellucida - 

S. moellendorffii - 

T. cacao - 

V. vinifera VIT_217s0053g00420.1 
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 I then investigated whether BolA1 was indeed missing from the genome of P. pellucida 

by attempting to genotype for BolA1 by PCR amplification with genomic DNA. Primers were 

designed from conserved regions identified by aligning coding sequences from the Peperomia 

spp., Cinnamomum kanehirae (stout camphor tree; magnoliid), and A. thaliana. Indeed, BolA1-

specific primers yielded no product in P. pellucida (Figure 3.5F), while primers targeting the 

BolA domain found in BolA1 and SufE did (Figure 3.5G). The same was observed for P. 

metallica (Figure 3.5G), which also has large chloroplasts (Fig. 2.1). Further, both sets of 

primers amplified fragments in P. dahlstedtii and P. fraseri (Figure 3.5F-G). The lack of PCR 

products from P. obtusifolia and P. meridiana was likely due to poor-quality DNA extractions, 

which were very low in yield (data not shown).  

 To observe what impact the potential loss of BolA1 might have on chloroplast size, an A. 

thaliana T-DNA mutant was obtained and phenotyped for chloroplast morphology (Figure 3.5H-

J). A slight reduction in the number of chloroplasts per unit cell area was observed in AtbolA1 

compared to wild-type (Figure 3.5J), indicating that chloroplast division may indeed be impaired 

with loss of BolA1. 

Discussion  

 The overall goal of my work is to identify genes that regulate chloroplast population 

morphology using the large-chloroplast species P. pellucida as a model system. In Peperomia, 

the large-chloroplast phenotype is cell-specific, indicating that differences in gene expression are 

likely the underlying cause. Therefore, I sequenced mRNA from very young expanding leaves 

taken from P. pellucida (large chloroplasts) and P. dahlstedtii (small chloroplasts), and generated 

reference transcriptomes by de novo assembly for both species. I then utilized these assemblies 

to begin exploring expression of the chloroplast division orthogroups.  
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 As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the large chloroplasts of P. pellucida, P. metallica, and P. 

meridiana are specifically found in the single layer of palisade cells in the leaf, not in the spongy 

mesophyll below. This cell-specific phenotype indicates that gene expression in the palisade and 

spongy mesophyll are likely distinct, as is the case in some C4 plants with cell-specific 

chloroplast morphological phenotypes (Stata et al., 2014; Stata et al., 2016). I attempted laser 

capture microsection (LCMD) early on in the project to try and prepare cell-specific samples of 

palisade and spongy mesophyll from P. pellucida or P. metallica and P. serpens or P. dahlstedtii. 

However, due to the high water content of the leaves, sections were frequently destroyed. 

Further, intact sections were not able to be isolated by the laser—another water-related issue 

known to LCMD. Single-cell RNAseq (scRNAseq) is an increasingly popular method that has 

been successfully used to study cell-type-specific expression patterns in young developing 

tissues. I have had preliminary success in extracting protoplasts from mature leaves of P. 

pellucida and P. metallica. In the future, scRNAseq would be very useful for studying cell-

specific expression patterns in the young leaves of these species. 

 Though tissue-specific gene expression would have been ideal for this project, I 

hypothesized that I would still be able to observe potentially significant differences in gene 

expression between samples of whole P. pellucida and P. dahlstedtii leaves. Additionally, I 

needed to generate reference transcriptomes for both species. Compared to existing Peperomia 

transcriptome assemblies, my de novo assemblies are more complete (Figure 3.1A). This is not 

surprising, as I opted for deeper coverage in my sequencing project. P. dahlstedtii and P. 

pellucida predicted orthogroups match the proteomes of A. thaliana and V. vinifera, another 

indication that the assemblies are complete and well representative (Figure 3.1B). It is important 

to note that orthogroups were identified after assembly filtering, which removed very short 
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transcripts and coding-sequence predictions. This led to the initial ‘loss’ of GC1 and MCD1 

(Figure 3.3; Figure 3.4). While ultimately, this issue brought these proteins of interest to my 

attention, it also illustrates one of the pitfalls of using de novo transcriptome assemblies for non-

model organisms.  

 The de novo transcriptome assemblies generated here were derived from very young 

expanding leaves because 1) chloroplast division (and presumably its regulation) occurs 

primarily in expanding leaves (Ellis and Leech, 1985), and 2) reference sequences of some kind 

were required to move forward with these species. Though I have a short list of candidate genes 

of interest, more work is needed to look into these genes. Further, it would be valuable to 

identify novel genes of interest that may contribute to the difference in phenotype. The simplest 

way to accomplish these goals is to do differential gene expression analysis between young 

expanding and mature leaves. I have demonstrated that chloroplast division occurs rapidly in the 

former (Chapter 2) but levels off as the leaf matures. Further, this work would be facilitated by 

incorporating a reference genome assembly for Peperomia, which would allow for a more 

thorough assessment of GC1, BolA1, and potentially other candidate genes of interest.    

Conclusions 

  In this chapter, I have described the generation of novel transcriptomic datasets for P. 

pellucida and P. dahlstedtii, but many questions remain unanswered. The biggest issue is the 

fragmentation of the reconstructed sequences, which could explain the truncations and or 

mutations observed in MCD1 and GC1. A reference genome assembly that enables comparative 

expression studies based on genome-guided transcriptome assembly and analysis is necessary to 

fully address these issues. This has been pursued in Chapter 4. 
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Materials and methods 

Sampling tissue for sequencing 

 For RNA, young expanding leaves (2-3 mg for P. dahlstedtii and 1-6 mg for P. pellucida) 

were removed from plants using a sterile razor blade and forceps. Whole P. pellucida seedlings 

were gently removed from the soil and rinsed thoroughly with sterile nuclease-free water to 

remove debris. Three replicates for each tissue and species were taken. All samples were 

weighed, moved to a 2 mL plastic screw-cap tube (Sarstedt, 72.693) containing three sterilized 

glass beads, and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen followed by storage at -80°C. Before 

RNA extraction, samples were ground to a powder using a FastPrep-24 benchtop tissue 

homogenizer (MP Biomedicals, SKU 116004500).    

RNA extraction and transcriptome sequencing 

 Total RNA was extracted from powdered plant tissues using the ReliaPrep RNA Cell 

Miniprep System (Promega, Z6011). DNase digestion was performed on-column. Sample RNA 

concentrations were measured using a Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen) and quality-checked with 

an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer by the Michigan State University Genomics Core. Samples passing 

quality checking (QC) were submitted to the Genomics Core for TruSeq stranded mRNA library 

(Illumina) preparation—where each replicate was prepared separately, after which they were 

multiplexed and sequenced on one PE150 lane of an Illumina HiSeq 4000. 

De novo transcriptome assembly  

 Read quality was assessed before and after trimming using FastQC/0.11.7 (Andrews, 

2010). Reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic/0.38 (Bolger et al., 2014), and only reads greater 

than 85 nt in length were kept for downstream analyses. De novo transcriptome assemblies (one 
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for each species) were built using Trinity/2.6.6 (Grabherr et al., 2011) with the --

normalize_by_read_set flag and default settings.  

Assessing the quality and completeness of transcriptome assemblies 

 Using a custom UNIX script, Trinity assemblies were filtered to remove all transcripts 

less than 500 nucleotides in length for all further analyses, and TransDecoder 

(TransDecoder/2.1.0) (Haas et al., 2013) was run to predict and translate likely protein-coding 

sequences.  

Assessment of transcriptome assembly quality and completeness  

 As an assessment of assembly completeness, BLAST+ v. 2.8.1 (Camacho et al., 2009) 

BLASTX and BLASTP were run using the filtered Trinity assemblies as the query against a 

variety of reference plant proteomes (listed in Chapter 4 Methods), with the following settings: -

evalue 1e-5, -num_threads 8, -max_target_seqs 1, -outfmt 6. The Trinity script 

“analyze_blastPlus_topHit_coverage.pl” was run to estimate the number of full-length proteins 

present in the assembly compared to the reference proteomes.  

In parallel, the completeness of single-copy orthologues was assessed using BUSCO version 10, 

and the % match (transcriptome protein: BUSCO) was plotted as a density plot for each species.  

Orthogroup clustering, copy number, and expression 

 Orthogroups were identified from translated CDSs (predicted CDSs for the transcriptome 

assemblies) using OrthoFinder (Emms and Kelly, 2015). The A. thaliana reference proteome was 

included as a root for identifying and functional prediction of orthogroups. All other species used 

are from Phytozome v13 (https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov/), except P. fraseri (Matasci et al., 

2014) and P. obtusifolia (Batista et al., 2017).  
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 SAM files were generated by mapping reads back to their respective transcriptome 

assemblies (longest isoform, with those > 500) using hisat2/2.1.0 (Kim et al., 2015). CDS-based 

count data were generated using htseq-count Version 0.11.0 (Anders et al., 2015) in 

Python/3.6.4. Count and feature data for all species was organized and cleaned in R using the 

following packages: tidyverse (Wickham et al., 2019), data.table (Dowle and Srinivasan, 2019), 

and magrittr (Bache and Wickham, 2014) (see code files “1.count_data_TPM.R” and 

“3.tidy_orthogroups.R” on GitHub). TPM was calculated (Wagner et al., 2012) using a custom 

function (see code file “1.count_data_TPM.R” on GitHub) for each replicate, which was then 

averaged for each species. Copy number was calculated as the number of unique genes in each 

orthogroup for each species. 

Multiple sequence alignments and protein domain identification 

 Multiple sequence alignments were performed using MAFFT (version 7) with default 

settings (Katoh et al., 2019). Alignments were assessed by hand and pruned as needed. Protein 

domains were identified using InterProScan (version 5.55-88.0) (Jones et al., 2014).  

Data and statistical analyses 

 R version 3.6.3 (Team, 2020) and RStudio version 1.2.5033 (2019) were used for all data 

manipulation, plotting, and statistical analyses unless noted otherwise. Plots were made using 

ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) using color palettes from viridis (Garnier, 2018).  

Data availability 

 The code used for this project is available at 

https://github.com/AFrolicOfFerns/peperomia-transcriptomes-2020. The P. dahlstedtii and P. 

pellucida transcriptome assemblies are available at Zenodo (10.5281/zenodo.6423262). The 

novel mRNAseq datasets generated from P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida were deposited with 

https://github.com/AFrolicOfFerns/peperomia-transcriptomes-2020
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NCBI (BioProject PRJNA824611). All code and data are set to be released publicly on July 8th, 

2022.    
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Chapter 4. Assembly and utilization of the first Peperomia dahlstedtii genome for 

differential expression analyses 
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Introduction 

 Although chloroplast population morphology is important for photosynthesis and likely 

plant fitness, we do not know how this trait is sensed and controlled by the cell (Chapter 1). In 

Chapter 2, I identified several species from the low-light tropical plant genus Peperomia with 

small and large chloroplast phenotypes, and demonstrated that a complete lack of chloroplast 

division is responsible for the palisade-specific large-chloroplast phenotype. Utilizing two 

representative species of Peperomia, I sequenced mRNA from young expanding leaves in order 

to create reference transcriptomes and identify candidate regulators of chloroplast population 

morphology (Chapter 3). However, considering the fragmentation observed in the de novo 

assemblies, it has become clear that higher-quality genomic resources would benefit this project 

immensely. Here, in the final data-focused chapter of my thesis, I describe the sequencing, 

assembly, and annotation of the P. dahlstedtii genome—the very first genome sequence for 

Peperomia—one of the largest and most diverse angiosperm genera (Frenzke et al., 2015; 

Frenzke et al., 2016; Simmonds et al., 2021). Further, alongside Piper nigrum (black pepper), the 

P. dahlstedtii genome described here one of only two available for the Piperaceae, the largest 

family in the early-diverging angiosperm magnoliid clade (Hu et al., 2019). 

 With a genome in hand, I can conduct better quality expression analyses. Thus, I have 

built upon the work described in Chapter 3 using both the RNAseq described there in addition to 

two more developmental stages for both species following the developmental series I established 

in Chapter 2. Further, I was able to assemble a much higher-quality transcriptome for P. 

pellucida by assembling it with the P. dahlstedtii genome as a guide. These analyses are 

therefore more thorough than those conducted using the de novo transcriptome assemblies 

described in Chapter 3. Below I describe likely biologically relevant trends in the expression of 
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some of the chloroplast division genes in both species. Further, I utilize orthogroup expression 

over leaf development between species to identify lists of candidate regulators of chloroplast 

population morphology. 

Results 

Genome size, complexity, and the selection of representative species in Peperomia  

 Use of a reference genome assembly is the best way to validate potentially missing or 

truncated genes of interest identified in Chapter 3. To date there is no genome sequence available 

for Peperomia. Therefore, I set out to generate the first genome assembly for the genus. To 

identify the best candidate reference species for sequencing, I investigated genome diversity in 

Peperomia.  

 Sequencing depth is an important factor to consider when generating a reference genome, 

as deeper coverage allows for a more complete genome assembly. Larger genomes require more 

sequencing in order to obtain sufficient coverage. Genome sizes were estimated from the young 

leaves of six Peperomia species using flow cytometry and ranged from 1.03 to 6.86 Gb (Table 

4.1). Interestingly, the two large-chloroplast species observed, P. metallica and P. pellucida, had 

the largest genomes (~5.5 and 7 Gb, respectively; Table 4.1), making them less desirable targets 

for assembly as they would require more sequencing.  

 Ploidy is another important factor to consider for genome assembly, as polyploid 

genomes can be more challenging to assemble and work with in downstream analysis. Ploidy 

was estimated by counting chromosomes in young root tips taken from P. dahlstedtii, P. fraseri, 

P. obtusifolia, and P. pellucida. All except for P. pellucida were diploid with 2n=22 

chromosomes, while P. pellucida was tetraploid with 4n=44 chromosomes (Figure 4.1).  
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Table 4.1. Somatic cell genome size estimates derived from young leaf tissue by flow 

cytometry. 

Species  pg/2C Gb  

P. argyreia 1.05 1.03  

P. dahlstedtii  2.59 2.53  

P. incana  2.63 2.57  

P. metallica 5.63 5.51  

P. metallica (var. Columbiana) 5.26 5.14  

P. pellucida 7.01 6.86  

P. serpens 4.05 3.96  

 

 

 
Figure 4.1. Fixed metaphase chromosomes from four Peperomia species. 

Fixed DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole)-stained metaphase chromosomes from young root 

tip meristematic cells extracted from the indicated species. P. dahlstedtii, P. fraseri, and P. 

obtusifolia are each 2n=22 chromosomes; P. pellucida is 4n=44 chromosomes. The scale bar 

represents 5 µm. 
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 Considering the smaller genome size and ploidy of P. dahlstedtii (2.53 Gb and 2n=22; 

Table 4.1 & Figure 4.1) and the extensive work I did on this species in Chapters 2 and 3 on 

chloroplast morphology and expression in very young leaves, P. dahlstedtii was selected it for 

genome sequencing.  

Establishing the first genome assembly for the genus Peperomia 

 Prior to assembly, it is helpful to know how heterozygous the genome is, as this may 

affect assembly and annotation (Ranallo-Benavidez et al., 2020). High molecular weight 

genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from P. dahlstedtii leaves, and k-mer-based analysis of 

Illumina whole-genome sequencing (WGS) revealed that P. dahlstedtii is 3.4% heterozygous 

(Figure 4.2). For perspective, an Arabidopsis thaliana F1 plant is ~1.04% heterozygous (Vurture 

et al., 2017). The high heterozygosity of the P. dahlstedtii genome is not surprising, as 

Peperomia are almost exclusively clonally propagated, allowing for the accumulation of somatic 

mutations and repetitive elements (Ahmadabadi and Bock, 2010; Gutierrez et al., 2016; Ramu et 

al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019c). 

 Based on the high levels of heterozygosity (3.44%; Figure 4.2) and relatively large 

genome size (2.53 Gb; Table 4.1) of P. dahlstedtii compared to other sequenced plant genomes 

(e.g., 1.33% and ~0.76 Gb for black pepper; Hu et al., 2019) long-read sequencing was selected 

as the best strategy for assembly (Dumschott et al., 2020; Michael and VanBuren, 2020). To this 

end, high molecular weight genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from P. dahlstedtii leaves and 

sequenced using the Oxford Nanopore Technologies platform (ONT) to ~55x coverage of the 

diploid genome size (Table 4.1). 
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Figure 4.2. WGS k-mer-coverage-based profile of Peperomia dahlstedtii.  

GenomeScope (Vurture et al., 2017) was used to generate a k-mer coverage profile from P. 

dahlstedtii Illumina PE150 WGS data. From this profile, heterozygosity was estimated to be 

3.44%. 
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 A draft genome assembly was generated using the P. dahlstedtii ONT gDNA reads with 

Canu (Table 4.3; Koren et al., 2017). As ONT reads are known to be noisy and error-prone, the 

resulting assembly was polished and corrected using the Illumina WGS reads generated for 

heterozygosity estimation (Table 4.2). Following this step, ~89.5% of the assembly was 

contained in contigs >50 kb and 92.4% in contigs >35 kb (Table 4.3). To reduce computation 

time moving forward, contigs <35 kb were purged from the assembly. The final assembly 

contained 21,477 contigs totaling 2.42 Gb (Table 4.3), approximately equal to the estimated 

diploid genome size of P. dahlstedtii (2.53 Gb; Table 4.1), suggesting that heterozygosity 

prevented the collapse of the two haplotypes. The largest contig assembled was 5.46 Mb (Table 

4.3).  

 To assess assembly quality, all available gDNA- and mRNA-seq reads derived from P. 

dahlstedtii tissue were mapped to the genome. Overall, regardless of the sequencing technology 

used, gDNA- and mRNA-derived reads mapped to the P. dahlstedtii genome at >80%, indicating 

good agreement in content and orientation between the reads and assembled sequence. 

The assembly was scanned for repetitive elements using RepeatModeler (Flynn et al., 2020) and 

masked with RepeatMasker (Smit et al., 2016). The genome of black pepper (Piper nigrum, 

2n=52 chromosomes), the closest related available, contains ~55% repeat regions (Hu et al., 

2019). The P. dahlstedtii genome has a much higher repeat content of ~79.6%, with the majority 

(>50%) being long terminal repeat retrotransposons (LTRs) (Table 4.4). This is not entirely 

surprising, as the genomes of asexually-propagated plants are known to have higher amounts of 

repetitive elements (Ramu et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019c). 
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Table 4.2. Samples used for next-generation sequencing & read mapping statistics. 

Strategy1 Species Library Described2 Use Stage3 

% reads 

mapped4 

% properly 

paired 

Illumina WGS5 P. dahlstedtii 

Stranded, 

PE1506 Ch. 4 

Genome 

polishing - 99.25 88.71 

ONT7 WGS P. dahlstedtii - Ch. 4 

Genome 

assembly - 100 - 

ONT cDNA P. dahlstedtii - Ch. 4 Gene annotation C, E 99.06 - 

Illumina mRNA P. dahlstedtii 

Stranded, 

PE150 Ch. 3 

Expression & 

gene annotation A 97.56 90 

Illumina mRNA P. dahlstedtii SE508 Ch. 4 

Expression & 

gene annotation C, E 82.22-89.14 - 

Illumina mRNA P. pellucida 

Stranded, 

PE150 Ch. 3 Expression A 67.09-69.51 100 

Illumina mRNA P. pellucida SE50 Ch. 4 Expression C, E 74.82-83.77 - 
1 For each sample listed here three biological replicates were prepared and sequenced as separate libraries 
2 See the indicated Chapter’s methods for details on sequencing and tissue used 

3 For details on the leaf developmental stages used see Chapter 2 

4 For P. dahlstedtii mapping statistics are based on alignment to the genome. For P. pellucida statistics are based on alignment to the 

genome-guided transcriptome assembly 

5 Whole genome sequencing 

6 Paired end reads, 150 nt in length 

7 Oxford Nanopore Technologies 

8 Single end reads, 50 nt in length  
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Table 4.3. Genome assembly statistics for Peperomia dahlstedtii. 

Statistic Value 

Pre-purging of small contigs - 

# contigs >= 35,000 bp 21,682 

Total length >= 35,000 bp 2,422,927,263 bp 

# contigs >= 50,000 bp 15,444 

Total length >= 50,000 bp 2,163,057,567 bp 

Post-purging of contigs <35 kb - 

# contigs 21,477  

Largest contig 5,460,211 bp 

Total length 2,415,797,839 bp 

GC (%) 37.33 

N50 150,373 

N75 77,668 

L50 4,131 

L75 9,785 

# N's per 100 kbp 0 
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Table 4.4. Repeat content in the Peperomia dahlstedtii genome.  

Element type Subtype 

Number of 

elements % of sequence 

SINEs1 - 5,328 0.02 

 ALUs2 0 0 

 MIRs3 0 0 

LINEs4 - 48,784 2.4 

 LINE1 34,950 2.09 

 LINE2 0 0 

 L3/CR1 377 0.01 

LTR5 - 588,562 51.41 

 ERVL 0 0 

 ERVL-MaLRs 0 0 

 ERV_classI 0 0 

 ERV_classII 0 0 

DNA - 89,543 3.39 

 hAT-Charlie 0 0 

 TcMar-Trigger 0 0 

Unclassified - 844,666 21.51 

Small RNA - 6,916 0.24 

Satellites - 430 0 

Simple Repeats - 298,684 0.71 

Low complexity - 48,730 0.10 

% total sequence 

masked - - 79.60 
1 Short interspersed nuclear elements 
2 Alu elements 
3 Mammalian-wide interspersed repeats 
4 Long interspersed nuclear elements 
5 Long terminal repeats 
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 To assess gene content and completeness, 1,614 benchmarked universal single-copy 

orthologs (BUSCOs) (Simão et al., 2015) were identified in P. dahlstedtii. Overall, 94.5% of P. 

dahlstedtii BUSCOs were complete, 2.4% fragmented, and 3.1% missing (Table 4.5). A large 

proportion of BUSCOs (58.2%) was duplicated, likely due to the uncollapsed haplotypes 

resulting from the high heterozygosity (Table 4.5). Satisfied with the completeness of the 

genome, I performed gene annotation next.  

 A total of 45,295 genes were annotated using MAKER (Bowman et al., 2017). 

Transposable element-related genes were identified and removed, reducing the gene set to 

44,140. deFusion was used to identify potentially fused tandem-duplicate loci, yielding a final 

gene count of 44,156 (Table 4.6; Wang et al., 2021). On average, predicted transcripts were 

2,588 nt and coding sequences 1,092 nt, with ~5 exons per gene (Table 4.6). 

Exploring gene duplication in P. dahlstedtii  

 I expected predicted gene duplication rates to be high in P. dahlstedtii (58.2% of 

BUSCOs duplicated; Table 4.5) due to elevated genomic heterozygosity and repeat-content, as 

both conditions could lead to the inability for haplotypes to collapse during assembly (Figure 

4.2; Table 4.4). However, I was initially surprised when attempts to artificially collapse 

haplotypes were unsuccessful—pseudohaploid (Chen et al., 2019c) only reduced BUSCO 

duplication rates by 0.8%. I decided to look at intragenomic collinearity to ensure that the high 

rates of duplication were due to uncollapsed haplotypes rather than something else, such as 

polyploidy. I used gene annotations and BLASTP output from the P. dahlstedtii and P. nigrum 

genomes to identify regions of collinearity and synteny, respectively, using MCSCanX (Wang et 

al., 2012). First, I looked at collinearity within the P. dahlstedtii genome, which should show 

regions of the genome that were not collapsed as separate contigs sharing gene content and order.   
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Table 4.5. Assessment of completeness in Peperomia dahlstedtii using BUSCOs1.  

% BUSCOs P. dahlstedtii 

Complete (C) 94.5 

C single-copy 36.3 

C duplicated 58.2 

Fragmented 2.4 

Missing 3.1 
1 Benchmarked universal single-copy orthologs (Simão et al., 2015) 

 

 

Table 4.6. Transcript annotation statistics for Peperomia dahlstedtii. 

Metric Value 

Count 44,156 

Average Length 2,588 nt 

Median Length 1,919 nt 

Total Length 114,275,177 nt 

Average Coding Length 1,092 nt 

Median Coding Length 879 nt 

Total Coding Length 48,198,317 nt 

Ave Exons Per 5 

Median Exons Per 4 

Total Exons 234,046 
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Only 4.78% of all P. dahlstedtii genes were identified as collinear with another region in the P. 

dahlstedtii genome. I expected at least half of genes to be identified as collinear with another 

region in the genome, as duplication rates were just over 50% (Table 4.5). The low proportion of 

collinear genes identified in P. dahlstedtii (<5%) concerned me, and I elected to investigate this 

further. 

 Polyploidy could explain both high apparent gene duplication rates and the inability to 

resolve haplotypes in P. dahlstedtii. To determine whether P. dahlstedtii might be polyploid, 

orthologous predicted protein sequences—one per gene—were clustered between P. dahlstedtii 

and three model diploids with chromosome-scale genome assemblies—P. nigrum, Amborella 

trichopoda, and A. thaliana. Only orthogroups found in all four species were retained for 

analysis. P. nigrum was included because it shares some similarities in genome complexity with 

P. dahlstedtii (i.e., heterozygosity), but is known to be diploid (Hu et al., 2019). A. thaliana and 

A. trichopoda are both high-quality reference genomes, neither of which is known for high rates 

of heterozygosity (Platt et al., 2010; Poncet et al., 2012). For two diploid species, the number of 

genes in a given orthogroup is expected to be equal. For example, if A. trichopoda has five genes 

in an orthogroup, then A. thaliana would likely have five genes in that orthogroup as well—

meaning the ratio of genes per orthogroup between two diploid species would be one-to-one for 

most orthogroups. I observed the ratio of genes per orthogroup in A. trichopoda, P. dahlstedtii, 

and P. nigrum, relative to A. thaliana (Figure 4.3A). As I predicted, the majority of orthogroups 

were one-to-one between A. trichopoda and A. thaliana (Figure 4.3A; pink). Interestingly, P. 

nigrum, though diploid, had twice the number of genes per orthogroup relative to A. thaliana in 

~50% orthogroups (Figure 4.3A; blue). 
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Figure 4.3. Gene duplication and heterozygosity in P. dahlstedtii. 

(A) The density (i.e., frequency) of orthogroups with different ratios of genes identified in 

Species 1:Species 2 comparisons (see legend). (B) Log10-scale smudgeplot (Ranallo-Benavidez 

et al., 2020) showing a high concentration of AB-identified k-mer pairs (yellow ‘smudge’ in the 

lower right corner), indicating that P. dahlstedtii is diploid. (C) For the three largest P. 

dahlstedtii contigs (‘pd,’ bottom; numbers indicate contig number)), synteny with the 

chromosome-scale genome assembly for Piper nigrum (‘Pn,’ top left; numbers indicate whole 

chromosomes) and the whole P. dahlstedtii genome (‘pd’ top right) is shown. The scale bar 

represents 5 Mb. 
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 P. dahlstedtii behaved similarly to P. nigrum, though with a slight majority of 2:1 

orthogroups relative to A. thaliana (Figure 4.3A; green). The large proportion of 2:1 orthogroups 

in P. nigrum and P. dahlstedtii is likely reflective of the higher rates of heterozygosity in both 

genomes (1.33 and 3.44%, respectively). Taken together, these data support P. dahlstedtii being 

diploid with high apparent duplication rates due to heterozygous uncollapsed haplotypes. 

Further, reassessment of ploidy and heterozygosity using smudgeplot (Ranallo-Benavidez et al., 

2020) further supported P. dahlstedtii being a heterozygous diploid (Figure 4.3B). 

 Lastly, I revisited the collinearity data described above from a different perspective. 

While only 4.78% of genes were identified as colinear, this is likely due to a combination of 

cutoff criteria set by MCSCanX (Wang et al., 2012) and fragmentation within the P. dahlstedtii 

assembly. MCSCanX requires a five-gene minimum when calling collinear regions (Wang et al., 

2012). The P. dahlstedtii genome N50 was ~150 kb, which is relatively low—likely indicating 

the presence of many small contigs containing fewer genes (Table 4.3). Indeed, following the 

assembly and gene metrics, one gene is expected every 54.7 kb—or just under three genes every 

~150 kb (2,415,797.8 kb genome size divided by 44,156 genes; Table 4.3), thus, leading to lower 

rates of collinearity than expected. To confirm this, I evaluated collinearity of the three largest P. 

dahlstedtii contigs against the whole genome (Figure 4.3C). Indeed, one of these three contigs 

was collinear with a different contig in the assembly, representing a concrete example where 

these alleles were not collapsed (Figure 4.3C; pd51530). I also briefly assessed synteny between 

these three largest P. dahlstedtii contigs and the P. nigrum chromosomes and found that each of 

the three P. dahlstedtii contigs shared syntenic regions with more than one P. nigrum 

chromosome (Figure 4.3C). This could be interpreted as evidence of fragmentation of the P. 

dahlstedtii assembly, which is not problematic but nonetheless good to be aware of. Similarly, 
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the presence of uncollapsed haplotypes in the P. dahlstedtii genome is not necessarily 

problematic, but should be kept in mind for downstream gene expression analyses. Therefore, 

having assessed the P. dahlstedtii genome and found it to be satisfactory in terms of quality (e.g., 

94% complete), I was able to move forward towards preparing additional data for gene 

expression analyses. 

Generation of novel transcriptomic data over leaf development in P. dahlstedtii and P. 

pellucida 

 In order to identify genes regulating chloroplast population morphology and division, I 

built upon the very young leaf expression data I generated in Chapter 3 by sequencing mature 

and middle-stage expanding leaves from P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida (stages C and E, 

respectively; Table 4.2). These stages were chosen for their measurable differences in chloroplast 

division in P. dahlstedtii (Chapter 2)—as potential regulators of this condition are likely 

expressed in concert.  

 Prior to performing expression analysis, I decided to generate a genome-guided 

transcriptome for P. pellucida using the P. dahlstedtii genome and additional sequencing data 

described above, as genome-guided assembly should help to improve completeness and reduce 

fragmentation, both of which were issues with the de novo transcriptomes described in Chapter 

3. P. pellucida mRNAseq reads were aligned to the P. dahlstedtii genome and the resulting 

alignment files were used for transcriptome assembly (Haas et al., 2013). A genome-guided 

transcriptome assembly was also made for P. dahlstedtii—both as a control for P. pellucida and 

for annotation of the genome. The primary assembly statistics for both transcriptomes were 

similar (Table 4.7). Both assemblies were assessed for completeness using BUSCO and were 

found to be very high quality, at >94% complete (Table 4.8).  
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 As a final assessment of completeness and phylogenetic standing, orthologs were 

clustered between P. dahlstedtii, P. pellucida, and a number of other representative plant species 

(Figure 4.4). A phylogenetic tree derived from these data supports the placement of Peperomia 

and the magnoliid clade (including cinnamon, black pepper, avocado, and many others) as sister 

to the eudicots, having diverged after the monocots (Figure 4.4A). This is in line with some other 

recent studies on other magnoliid species (Soltis and Soltis, 2019). Orthogroup clustering 

revealed that ~3,500 orthogroups were shared between all species included (Figure 4.4B). With a 

high-quality reference genome for P. dahlstedtii and transcriptome for P. pellucida prepared, 

gene expression analysis was the next step.  

Revisiting BolA1 and GC1 as candidate regulators of chloroplast population morphology  

 In Chapter 3, I concluded that loss of BolA1 and or severe truncation of GC1 might cause 

the large chloroplast phenotype observed in P. pellucida. I reinvestigated the presence, 

completeness, and expression of these genes using the new reference assemblies described 

above. 

 In Chapter 3, I found that BolA1 appeared to be missing from three species with similar 

large chloroplast phenotypes—Theobroma cacao, Selaginella moellendorffii, and P. pellucida.  I 

searched for BolA1 in the P. dahlstedtii genome and P. pellucida genome-guided transcriptome 

assembly and was able to identify sequences that appear to be full length in both species (Figure 

4.5). The only potential interesting P. pellucida-specific differences include a substitution to the 

Peperomia-specific insertion at V62G and another substitution at S112N (black arrows; Figure 

4.5). The apparent presence of PpBolA1 conflicts with my hypothesis that loss of this gene may 

contribute to the large-chloroplast phenotype, making BolA1 a lower-priority candidate of 

interest.  
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Table 4.7. Genome-guided transcriptome assembly statistics.  

Statistic Version P. pellucida 

P. 

dahlstedtii 

Total trinity genes  42,902 56,488 

Total trinity 

transcripts  84,822 104,010 

%gc1  44.38 42.38 

 Stats based on all transcript contigs - - 

Contig n10  3,632 3,907 

Contig n20  2,817 3,159 

Contig n30  2,335 2,660 

Contig n40  1,989 2,281 

Contig n50  1,717 1,975 

Median contig length 

(nt)  1,185 1,366 

Average contig length 

(nt)  1,435.22 1,611.08 

Total assembled bases  121,737,947 167,568,353 

 

Stats based on only the longest 

isoform per gene - - 

Contig n10  3,500 3,752 

Contig n20  2,720 2,973 

Contig n30  2,276 2,477 

Contig n40  1,937 2,110 

Contig n50  1,674 1,808 

Median contig length 

(nt)  1,108 1,149.5 

Average contig length 

(nt)  1,369.62 1,441.25 

Total assembled bases  58,759,500 81,413,523 
1 Percent guanine-cytosine content 

 

 

Table 4.8. Assessment of completeness in P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida genome-guided 

transcriptome assemblies using BUSCOs1.  

% BUSCOs P. dahlstedtii P. pellucida 

Complete (C) 94.7 94.2 

C single-copy 13.6 28.8 

C duplicated 81.1 65.4 

Fragmented 2.2 1.9 

Missing 3.1 3.9 
1 Benchmarked universal single-copy orthologs (Simão et al., 2015)  
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Figure 4.4. Orthogroup-based phylogeny and clustering of orthologous genes between 

Peperomia dahlstedtii, Peperomia pellucida, and representative vascular plants. 

(A) OrthoFinder-based species tree (using the orthogroups with genes present from all species, 

~3,500) showing the placement of the magnoliids (Peperomia, Piper, and Cinnamomum) as 

sister to the eudicots. Relevant clades are labeled to the right. The scale bar represents a distance 

of 1. (B) UpSet (Conway et al., 2017) plot showing the largest-populated orthogroups between 

species. Selaginella moellendorffii, Ceratopteris richardii, Azolla filiculoides, Tiquilia plicata, 

Pinus taeda, Picea abies, Amborella trichopoda, Nymphaea colorata, Zostera marina, Spirodela 

polyrhiza, Zea mays (corn), Cinammomum kanehirae (stout camphor tree), Piper nigrum (black 

pepper), Peperomia dahlstedtii, Aquilegia coerulea (columbine), Vitis vinifera (grape), 

Theobroma cacao (cocoa), and Arabidopsis thaliana sequences are all derived from genome 

assemblies. Peperomia pellucida† is the only species represented by a transcriptome assembly..
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Figure 4.5. BolA1 is present in P. pellucida.  

Protein sequence alignment for BolA1 proteins identified in P. dahlstedtii (genome), P. pellucida (genome-guided transcriptome), P. 

fraseri (de novo transcriptome), and P. obtusifolia (de novo transcriptome), Amborella trichopoda, and A. thaliana. Black arrows 

(bottom) denote a possible insertion of interest at position 90 and a substitution at R132N (top scale).
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Figure 4.6. Multiple protein sequence alignment for GC1.  

Protein sequence alignment of GC1s identified from P. dahlstedtii (Pdah; genome), P. pellucida (Ppel; genome-guided transcriptome), 

and the reference proteomes of A. trichopoda (Atrichopoda) and A. thaliana (AT). All references to positions refer to the scale at the 

top of the alignment. Grey highlights point out the successive series of severe truncations found in three of the four P. pellucida GC1s. 

Black arrows indicate P. dahlstedtii- (positions 152-166) and P. pellucida-specific (positions 177-178) deletions common amongst all 

their respective proteins. Black asterisks indicate amino acids of potential functional significance as identified in A. thaliana—S185 

and Y192 are predicted epimerase active site residues; K363, D364, and R367 are part of the amphipathic helix (black bar, above) 

required for GC1 to tether itself to the inner envelope membrane (Maple et al., 2004).
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Figure 4.7. The ARC6/PARC6 clade. 

(A) Phylogenetic tree showing the divergence between the ARC6 (top) and PARC6 (bottom) 

clades, with cyanobacterial (S. elongatus) Ftn2 as an outgroup. (B) Multiple sequence alignment 

showing the gaps in ARC6 (bottom three sequences) sequences compared to PARC6 (top three).
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Figure 4.8. PARC6, if truly present in Peperomia pellucida, is severely truncated in critical domains. 

Multiple sequence alignment for PARC6 identified in Amborella (evm_27_modelAmTr), the de novo transcriptome assembly of P. 

pellucida (“TRINITY…”; Chapter 3), A. thaliana, and P. dahlstedtii. The PARC6 transit peptide (TP) and transmembrane domain 

(TMD) regions are labeled above. The stromal region spans from the end of the transit peptide to the beginning of the TMD. The inner 

membrane space regions span from the end of the transmembrane domain to the end of the sequence. Large deletions present in 

PpPARC6 are highlighted in gray.
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GC1 was initially identified as a candidate of interest behind the large chloroplast phenotype in 

P. pellucida due to severe truncation (Chapter 3). Two and four predicted GC1 genes were 

identified in the reference assemblies established here for P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida, 

respectively (Figure 4.6). Notably, all four PpGC1s exhibit successive large deletions or 

truncations (grey regions; Figure 4.6). Further, all four PpGC1s share a deletion at positions 177-

178 (Figure 4.6). Unexpectedly, both PdGC1s contain a large deletion starting at position 152 

(Figure 4.6). Overall, these data support my theory that truncation to GC1 may contribute to the 

large chloroplast phenotype, though it is likely not alone in the regulation of this phenotype 

Intra-species differential expression analyses: with a focus on the chloroplast division genes 

 P. pellucida palisade cell chloroplasts do not undergo division, while those in P. 

dahlstedtii do (Chapter 2). Therefore, I expected P. dahlstedtii chloroplast division gene 

expression to follow established protein-level patterns in A. thaliana during leaf expansion. 

Further, I anticipated that the expression of these genes in P. pellucida may not be upregulated in 

younger leaves compared to mature. 

To compare gene expression within species between each of the three leaf developmental 

stages sequenced, mRNAseq reads were mapped to their respective species-specific transcripts 

and relative transcript abundance was quantified using Kallisto (Bray et al., 2016). To reduce 

variation between the sequencing libraries, the data were normalized so that the average relative 

log expression value, derived from all genes, was shrunk closer to zero for each library (Figure 

4.9A-B & D-E) (Risso et al., 2014). Differential gene expression for all genes between each 

pairwise comparison of the three leaf developmental stages sampled (i.e., three different 

comparisons; see rows with corresponding leaf diagrams in Figure 4.10) using edgeR after 

normalization (Robinson et al., 2009). The numbers of significantly differentially expressed 
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genes for each comparison are shown in Figure 4.9C and F for P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida, 

respectively. As one might expect, the largest proportion of differentially expressed genes was 

between the youngest expanding (stage A) and mature (stage E) leaf in both species (Figure 4.9). 

This is likely due to the ongoing leaf expansion and development in the youngest (stage A) and 

middle-expanding leaves (stage C). Next, I looked for significant developmental changes in 

expression of the chloroplast division genes for each species individually.  

 As demonstrated in Chapter 2, chloroplast division is active in P. dahlstedtii expanding 

leaves (stages A and C), where chloroplast number per cell increased with each successive stage 

(Figure 2.4). Therefore, I anticipated upregulation of some of the chloroplast division genes in 

the younger leaves sampled (stages A and C). In P. dahlstedtii, expression of two (of the five) 

PdFtsZ1 genes identified was significantly upregulated in the youngest leaves compared to 

mature (Figure 4.10A; middle row), while PdFtsZ2 levels were not significantly differentially 

regulated (Figure 4.10A). In A. thaliana, AtFtsZ2 protein levels have been shown to decrease as 

the plant ages, accompanied by decreasing promotor activity (Mcandrew et al., 2008; Schmitz et 

al., 2009). However, one study has shown that AtFtsZ2 protein levels remain unchanged in 

expanding leaf tissue, which is consistent with my observations of PdFtsZ2 expression (Okazaki 

et al., 2009; Figure 4.10A). One of the (three) PdPDV2 genes was significantly upregulated in 

mid-stage expanding compared to mature leaves (Figure 4.10A; top row). In line with this 

finding, AtPDV2 promoter activity is known to be elevated in very young expanding leaves, and 

protein levels decrease sharply as the leaf matures (Okazaki et al., 2009). Overall, reduced 

expression of the chloroplast division genes appears to be uncommon in developing P. 

dahlstedtii leaves, which is in line with the documented increase rates of chloroplast division in 

this species (Figure 2.4).  
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Figure 4.9. Normalization of expression across libraries and differential expression 

statistics.  

(A) P. dahlstedtii pre-normalized and (B) post-normalized gene relative log expression for all 

leaf stage and biological replicate libraries. (C) The number of significantly up-regulated, down-

regulated, and not-significant differentially regulated genes in P. dahlstedtii, derived from the 

normalized data in (C). (D) P. pellucida pre- and (E) post-normalized gene relative log 

expression for all leaf stage and biological replicate libraries. (F) The number of significantly up-

, down-regulated, and not-significant differentially regulated genes in P. pellucida at each 

developmental comparison, derived from the normalized data in (E).  
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Figure 4.10. Differential expression of the chloroplast division genes in P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida leaves over development.  

(A, B) Log2FC for each of the chloroplast division genes (one genes per column of tiles, with orthogroups grouped within black 

outlined boxes) identified in (A) P. dahlstedtii and (B) P. pellucida for the leaf developmental-stage comparisons indicated to the right 

of each heatmap. Lighter-colored tiles (see heatmap legends) indicate upregulation in the younger leaf (left; see row-specific diagrams 

to the right of each map), and vice versa. Green asterisks denote significance (***, p<0.001; **, p<0.01, and *, p<0.05) as determined 

using edgeR (Robinson et al., 2009).
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 In P. pellucida, I anticipated fewer significant changes in expression of the division 

genes, as division does not occur in the palisade cells of this species (Figure 2.4). This does 

appear to be the general case, as the majority of the heat map contains tiles darker in color, likely 

indicating unchanged expression of these genes in younger compared to mature leaf tissue—for 

example, see the PpARC5, PpARC6, PpFtsZ2, PpMinD, and PpPDV1 groups (Figure 4.10B). 

 Further, several genes were significantly downregulated in young leaf tissue. One PpFtsZ 

was significantly downregulated in mid-expanding compared to mature leaves (Figure 4.10B; top 

row) )—while PdFtsZ1 expression was highest in young P. dahlstedtii leaf tissue (Figure 4.10A; 

middle row). Reduced expression of the AtFtsZs results in a reduced number of enlarged 

chloroplasts in the mature leaf (Osteryoung et al., 1998; Schmitz et al., 2009). PpMCD1 was 

downregulated in all young versus mature leaf comparisons (Figure 4.10B; all rows). Loss of 

AtMCD1 is known to produce a heterogeneous population of enlarged chloroplasts (Nakanishi et 

al., 2009). Overall, it appears that there is indeed reduced expression of some of the chloroplast 

division genes in P. pellucida, which is in line with the inhibition of chloroplast division in the 

palisade cells of this species (Figure 2.4). 

 Importantly, PdPARC6 expression was consistently significantly upregulated in the 

youngest-expanding leaf (Figure 4.10A; bottom two rows), while PARC6 was not identified in P. 

pellucida (Figure 4.8). A TBLASTN search (Camacho et al., 2009) with AtPARC6 and 

PdPARC6 against the P. pellucida genome-guided transcriptome identified five predicted 

transcripts, none of which clade with PARC6, indicating they are more like ARC6 (Figure 4.7A). 

Further, both sequences clade exclusively with ARC6 and share less sequence homology with 

PARC6 (Figure 4.7). A PARC6 sequence was identified in the de novo transcriptome of P. 

pellucida (Figure 4.7A), but closer inspection revealed numerous severe deletions (Figure 4.8). 
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Atparc6 mutants have enlarged chloroplasts (Glynn et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2016; Itoh et al., 

2018); thus, it is possible that disruption of PARC6 function via the observed deletions could 

contribute to the large chloroplast phenotype observed in P. pellucida. 

 Overall, two observations were perplexing to me. First, loss of AtGC1 is thought to 

produce enlarged chloroplasts (Maple et al., 2007; Li et al., 2017), and potential loss or 

truncation of GC1 in P. pellucida was one of my main findings in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.4). 

Conversely, I found that PpGC1 was significantly upregulated in both younger leaf stages 

compared to mature (Figure 4.10B; top two rows). Further, PdGC1 was significantly 

downregulated in the youngest compared to mid-stage leaves (Figure 4.10A; bottom row). While 

it would make sense for GC1 to be regulated differently between these two species, as one 

undergoes chloroplast division in the palisade cells and the other does not, it remains unclear to 

me why this gene would be upregulated in P. pellucida.  

 The second confounding observation was primarily due to the expansion in the number of 

ARC3 orthologs identified in P. pellucida (25 columns within the ARC3 orthogroup; Figure 

4.10B) in addition to the opposite direction in which those that were significantly different were 

regulated (Figure 4.10B; middle row). Differences in gene copy number between species was 

anticipated, due to the heterozygosity of P. dahlstedtii and tetraploid condition of P. pellucida 

(Figure 4.1; Figure 4.3). However, I anticipated that gene copy number would not differ as much 

as it did for ARC3, where P. dahlstedtii has 2 and P. pellucida 25 (Figure 4.10). Overall, I felt 

that the visualization and interpretation of these data would be improved using orthogroup rather 

than gene-specific expression (as described in Chapter 3), as this would effectively remove gene 

copy number differences and allow for comparison between species. In the next section I 
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describe the two methods taken to compare expression differences and correlation over 

development for all orthogroups common between P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida.  

Inter-species differential orthogroup expression 

 P. pellucida palisade cell chloroplasts do not undergo division, while those in P. 

dahlstedtii do (Chapter 2). Identifying distinct patterns in the correlation or differences in 

expression of the chloroplast division orthogroups between species should provide a set of 

parameters to be used to identify novel regulators of chloroplast population morphology. To 

compare expression between species, orthogroup expression—the collective expression of all 

individual genes or isoforms belonging to a given orthogroup (see Chapter 3)—was calculated 

within each species for all orthogroups shared between P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida following   
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Equation 4.1.  

 Based on the chloroplast morphology of P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida, in addition to the 

intraspecies differential expression analyses described above, I anticipated chloroplast division 

orthogroup expression would correlate poorly if not strongly negatively, meaning expression 

patterns are very different between species or follow opposite developmental trends. To test this, 

rank-based correlation coefficients (Kendall’s Tau) were calculated for all orthogroups shared 

between P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida using orthogroup expression at each developmental 

stage, and their distribution was observed (Figure 4.11A; green). As equivalent developmental 

stages were included for both species, I expected the majority of orthogroups to have a positive 

correlation, meaning they follow similar developmental patterns in expression between species. 

However, the distribution of correlation coefficients was negatively skewed (Figure 4.11A; 

green). Interestingly, expression patterns of a subset of the chloroplast division orthogroups was 

significantly negatively correlated—PDV1, MurE, MCD1, FtsZ1, and GC1 (Figure 4.11A; 

orange dots). In an attempt to isolate a ‘control’ set of orthogroups for comparison to the 

chloroplast division orthogroups, distributions were also plotted for a subset of orthogroups from 

specific GO-term categories, the chloroplast division orthogroups, and single-copy orthologs for 

statistical comparison (Figure 4.11A). Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests revealed that the chloroplast 

division orthogroup subset did not differ significantly from any other (Figure 4.11A). Overall, 

the correlation of orthogroup expression between species did not seem amenable to isolating a 

subset of orthogroups potentially involved in chloroplast population morphology; therefore, 

another metric was considered. 

 I expected that the difference in expression between some of the chloroplast division 

orthogroups and potentially novel orthogroups regulating chloroplast population morphology 
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might be significant between species. To assess this, I calculated the developmental-stage-

specific difference in expression between species for all orthogroups following Equation 4.2. 

Further, the cumulative difference in orthogroup expression between species over development 

was calculated using Equation 4.3. Distributions for these data were plotted, and the chloroplast 

division orthogroups identified (Figure 4.11B-E; orange points). Overall, ARC3 expression was 

consistently higher in P. pellucida (Figure 4.11B-E), in line with what was observed for some of 

the individual PpARC3 genes (Figure 4.10B). In the youngest leaf, FtsZ1 expression was higher 

in P. dahlstedtii (Figure 4.11B), also consistent with the earlier differential expression 

observations (Figure 4.10A). Lastly, in mature leaves, GC1 expression was higher in P. 

dahlstedtii (Figure 4.11D). Taken together, these results do indeed show that there are some 

significant differences in the expression of some of the chloroplast division orthogroups between 

these two morphologically distinct species, supporting the use of these distributions in 

identifying novel regulators in chloroplast population morphology.  
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Equation 4.1. Orthogroup expression (OGexp) within-species. 

  

OGexp = ∑ 𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝐶𝑃𝑀) 

 

 

Equation 4.2. The difference in orthogroup expression between species (ΔOGexp).  

 

∆OGexp = 𝑃. 𝑑𝑎ℎ𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑡𝑖𝑖 OGexp − 𝑃. 𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑎 OGexp 

 

 

Equation 4.3. Cumulative developmental difference in orthogroup expression between 

species (ΣΔOGexp).  

 

 ∑ ∆OGexp = ∑|∆OGexp|  
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Figure 4.11. Distributions in orthogroup expression between species. 

(A) Correlation coefficients (Kendall’s Tau) were calculated for each orthogroup using the 

expression data from both species across all three developmental stages.  
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Figure 4.11 (cont’d) 

All distributions were compared to one another (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with Benjamini-

Hochberg correction; ***p<0.001, ** p<0.01, and * p<0.05; non-significant differences are not 

shown). (B-D) The difference in orthogroup expression between species in (B) expanding stage 

A, (C) expanding stage C, and (D) mature stage E leaves (Chapter 2). Orthogroups positioned 

further left/negative had higher expression in P. pellucida than P. dahlstedtii and vice versa. (E) 

The absolute value of the difference in orthogroup expression from each leaf stage is summed. 

Only significant orthogroups are indicated in B-E. For all plots, medians are denoted by black 

and the chloroplast division orthogroups by orange dots, respectively. Means are denoted by a 

black line inside each violin plot. The 5 and 95% quantiles are indicated by dashed red lines for 

each distribution. 

 

 

Table 4.9. Number of orthogroups significantly different in expression between species.  

Leaf developmental 

stage examined1 

 <0.05 

percentile 

<Sig. chloroplast 

division 

orthogroup2 

>0.95 

percentile 

>Sig. chloroplast 

division 

orthogroup3 

A 519 217 535 342 

C 676 149 457 - 

E 926 374 572 441 
1 See Chapter 2 details on leaf stages 
2 Cutoff for significance made more stringent following the chloroplast division orthogroup 

identified in the tail, if any. For example, ARC3 was used as the cutoff in all three stages. 
3 Cutoff for significance made more stringent following the chloroplast division orthogroup 

identified in the tail, if any. For example, GC1 was used as the cutoff in mature leaves. 
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  In order to identify potentially novel regulators of chloroplast population morphology I 

utilized the distributions shown in Figure 4.11B-E to isolate orthogroups expressed significantly 

higher in P. pellucida or P. dahlstedtii at each developmental stage. Overall, 3.8-7.8% of all 

orthogroups were found in upper and lower 5th percentiles (Table 4.9). These subsets were 

further condensed to 3.1-1.3% of all orthogroups by using the significant chloroplast division 

orthogroup (where present) as more stringent cut-offs rather than the 5th percentile (Table 4.9). A 

brief look at these lists revealed that GROWTH REGULATING FACTOR 5 (GRF5), which is 

thought to be involved in regulating chloroplast development and possibly division (Vercruyssen 

et al., 2015), was more highly expressed in P. dahlstedtii young leaves (stage A) compared to P. 

pellucida. Overexpression of GRF5 in A. thaliana increases the number of chloroplasts per cell 

area (Vercruyssen et al., 2015)—in line with higher GRF5 expression and chloroplast number in 

P. dahlstedtii. This is a positive indicator that these lists contain relevant potential regulators of 

chloroplast population morphology.  

Discussion 

 The goal of this work was to characterize expression of the chloroplast division genes 

over leaf development and identify novel potential regulators of chloroplast population 

morphology. To this end, I established the first genome assembly for Peperomia and novel 

expression datasets for three different leaf developmental stages for two species of Peperomia 

that differ in rates of chloroplast division and number in their palisade mesophyll cells. 

 Peperomia is a member of the magnoliid clade of early-diverging angiosperms, which 

also houses black pepper, Cinnamomum spp. (cinnamon), Persea americana (avocado) and 

many other agriculturally and biochemically interesting species (Wanke et al., 2006; Frenzke et 

al., 2015; Soltis et al., 2018; Simmonds et al., 2021). Though the magnoliid clade is not well 
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represented with genomic or transcriptomic data, a handful of genome assemblies have been 

published over the last three years, including that of black pepper (Hu et al., 2019), C. kanehirae 

(stout camphor tree) (Chaw et al., 2019) and Liriodendron tulipifera (tulip tree) (Chen et al., 

2019b). However, the exact placement of the magnoliids relative to the monocots and eudicots 

has remained somewhat unclear, as recent data are conflicting (Soltis and Soltis, 2019).  

 The inclusion of the P. dahlstedtii genome in phylogenetic analysis is in agreement with 

several studies in that the magnoliids are sister to the eudicots (Figure 4.4). 

 Peperomia is the most biogeographically diverse genus in the Piperaceae family, and 

these species can be found in the Neotropics, South Pacific, Asian tropics, and Africa (Frenzke et 

al., 2015; Frenzke et al., 2016; Simmonds et al., 2021). A number of Peperomia spp. reside in 

the shaded understory of tropical forests (Fosberg and Sachet, 1975; Kubitzki et al., 1993; 

Rasingam and Parthasarathy, 2009; Ashton-Butt et al., 2018) and exhibit leaf-morphological 

features thought to be beneficial to shade or low-light environments, including the large 

chloroplasts observed in three species, which I have demonstrated is due to a lack of chloroplast 

division (Chapter 2). Differences in the developmental expression patterns of some of the 

chloroplast division genes nicely complemented my findings in Chapter 2 (Figure 4.10 & Figure 

4.11). Further, there is actually little published data on the expression of the division genes. 

Rather, the majority of work has reported on protein levels—meaning that my work is one of the 

first comprehensive studies on the expression of the division genes and the only one to my 

knowledge describing their differential expression.   

 Though the literature remains unclear on whether GC1 is involved in chloroplast 

division, it does influence chloroplast population morphology on some level. I found a consistent 

reduction in chloroplast number relative to cell size in two different Atgc1 lines compared to 
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wild type (Chapter 3), supporting a possible role for GC1 in chloroplast division. AtGC1 was 

originally identified as a possible homolog of Escherichia coli SulA, which represses bacterial 

cell division by inhibiting the polymerization of FtsZ (Raynaud et al., 2004). In this same study, 

overexpression of AtGC1 alone produced enlarged chloroplasts but was able to rescue the large-

chloroplast phenotype caused by FtsZ overexpression, indicating that these proteins operate in 

the same pathway. However, they reported that reduced AtGC1 expression causes the large 

chloroplast phenotype and that this reduction is dose-dependent (Maple et al., 2004). Overall, 

GC1 remains a good candidate for contribution to the large-chloroplast phenotype observed in P. 

pellucida, though the mechanism requires some unraveling. It is possible that fine-tuned changes 

to GC1 expression result in the most impactful alterations to chloroplast morphology. GC1 

orthogroup expression was higher in P. dahlstedtii compared to P. pellucida in mature leaves 

(Figure 4.11D) Overall, the consensus from my data is that GC1 developmental expression 

patterns are very different between P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida. For example, transgenic 

expression of the P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida GC1s in A. thaliana might provide insight to 

how the mutations or truncations observed in these species might affect chloroplast morphology. 

Separately, reevaluation of AtGC1 knock-down and overexpression lines would be helpful to 

determine whether GC1 under or overexpression (or both) inhibits chloroplast division.  

 Overall, ARC3 orthogroup expression was consistently higher in P. pellucida than in P. 

dahlstedtii (Figure 4.11B-E). ARC3 is a negative regulator of chloroplast division, as it acts as 

part of the Min system in sequestering FtsZ assembly to the mid-plastid (Maple et al., 2007). 

Further, while Atarc3 plants have heterogeneously enlarged chloroplasts, overexpression lines 

have a smaller population of larger chloroplasts (Zhang et al., 2013). Considering that ARC3 is a 

negative regulator of chloroplast division, the high expression levels of ARC3 in P. pellucida 
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could very well be responsible (Figure 4.11B-E). Additionally, the possibility of P. pellucida 

lacking PARC6 (functional or otherwise; Figure 4.8) is interesting, as Atparc6 mutants exhibit 

enlarged chloroplasts (Glynn et al., 2009). Overexpression of ARC3 in Atparc6 plants, which 

may be equivalent to what I have found in P. pellucida, completely inhibits Z-ring assembly, 

producing huge chloroplasts (Chen et al., 2019a). It would be interesting to look at FtsZ 

immunolocalization in the chloroplasts of P. pellucida, as the morphological patterns could 

indicate whether overexpression of ARC3 and or reduction of PARC6 are causing the inhibition 

of chloroplast division directly in the palisade cells of P. pellucida. Further, regarding the cell-

specificity of the large-chloroplast phenotype in P. pellucida, it is possible that the scenarios 

outlined above act in an additive manner. For example, if P. pellucida has lost PARC6, perhaps 

palisade-specific overexpression of ARC3 determines the tissue-specificity observed.  

Conclusions 

 Together, the P. dahlstedtii genome and P. pellucida transcriptome contribute to the 

representation of the early-diverging angiosperms and serve as high-quality references for my 

work on identifying regulators of chloroplast population morphology. Truncation or reduced 

expression of PARC6 coupled with overexpression of ARC3 may explain the large chloroplast 

phenotype observed in P. pellucida. Similarly, differences in the expression of GC1 in P. 

pellucida compared to P. dahlstedtii could also contribute to this phenotype. Additionally, I have 

a new list of potential orthogroups of interest expressed differently between the two species that 

could be explored in the future, as this cell-specific phenotype is likely regulated on multiple 

levels. 
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Materials and methods 

Plants and growth conditions 

 See Chapter 2 Methods.  

Genome size, ploidy, and heterozygosity estimates 

 Genome sizes were estimated from healthy young leaf tissue using flow cytometry 

carried out by Aru K. Arumuganathan (Flow Cytometry Core, Benaroya Research Institute at 

Virginia Mason, Seattle, WA) as described previously (Arumuganathan and Earle, 1991). Three 

technical replicates were included for each species.  

 Ploidy was estimated by counting DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole)-stained 

metaphase chromosomes derived from root tip meristematic cells by Lívia do Vale Martins 

(Jiming Jiang lab, Michigan State University Dept. of Plant Biology) as described previously 

(Brose et al., 2021). 

 Genome heterozygosity was estimated using GenomeScope 2.0 (Ranallo-Benavidez et 

al., 2020) and Jellyfish/2.2.10 (Marçais and Kingsford, 2011) with the PE150 genomic DNA 

(gDNA) Illumina data from P. dahlstedtii (described below, after trimming). Ploidy and 

heterozygosity were further confirmed using smudgeplot v0.2.4 (Ranallo-Benavidez et al., 2020) 

with KMC/3.1.2rc1-Python-3.9.5 (Kokot et al., 2017). 

DNA extraction, sequencing, and read QC 

 As a general note, all library prep and sequencing described in this thesis was done by the 

Michigan State University (MSU) Research Technology Support Facility (RTSF) Genomics 

Core. For extraction of genomic DNA, P. dahlstedtii plants were dark-adapted for 48 hours, after 

which 5-10 g of leaf tissue (20-25 leaves) were harvested from the healthiest largest individual, 

frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C. High molecular weight (HMW) gDNA was 
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extracted by Krystle Wiegert-Rininger (MSU RTSF) using methods adapted from the Qiagen 

Genomic-tip Protocols and Qiagen Genomic DNA Handbook. Tissue was ground and 1 g added 

to Qiagen lysis Buffer G2 (10 mL) supplemented with lysing enzyme (0.5 mg/mL; Sigma 

Cat#L1412-5G), Pectinase (0.5mg/mL; Sigma Cat# P2401), and Viscozyme L (5%; Millipore 

Sigma Cat# V2010-50) and incubated for 1 hour at 37°C with gentle agitation. DNase-free 

RNase A (200 µL at 10 mg/mL; Thermo Fisher Cat# EN0531) was added, followed by 

incubation for 1 hr at 37°C. Next, 400 µL of Proteinase K (20 mg/mL; Qiagen Cat# 19133) was 

added, and the lysate was incubated for 2 hr at 50°C, after which the lysate was filtered using 

Qiagen Genomic-tips (20/G; Qiagen Cat# 10223) following the manufacturer’s instructions, 

followed by isopropanol precipitation and elution. The resulting gDNA was stored at -80°C and 

subsequently used for all genome-based sequencing.  

 For estimating P. dahlstedtii heterozygosity and assembly polishing, one Illumina TruSeq 

Nano DNA stranded library (PE150) was prepared by the RTSF and sequenced on a single 

Illumina HiSeq 4000 lane (~ Gb). Illumina reads, quality was assessed before and after trimming 

using FastQC/0.11.7 (Andrews, 2010). Reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic/0.38 (Bolger et 

al., 2014). 

 The HMW gDNA was prepared using the Oxford Nanopore SQK-LSK109 Ligation 

Sequencing Kit and sequenced on two Oxford Nanopore PromethION FLO-MIN111 flow cells 

following the manufacturer's recommendations (https://nanoporetech.com/). Approximately 20 

hours after the start of the run, it was paused, the flow cell was flushed with nuclease following 

Nanopore's recommended procedure, and a second aliquot of the library was loaded for the run 

to continue. The total flow cell run time was 72 hours. Raw Nanopore (ONT) reads were base-

called using guppy v4.0.11 (https://nanoporetech.com/). Reads passing QC (13,099,351; 122.82 

https://nanoporetech.com/
https://nanoporetech.com/
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Gb) were filtered for >10 kb. ONT read trimming was done using Porechop/0.2.4-Python-3.6.6 

(Wick et al., 2018). 

RNA extraction, sequencing, and read QC 

 mRNAseq from the earliest leaf stage (A; Chapter 2) for both species and whole P. 

pellucida seedlings is described in Chapter 3. Mid- and late-stage leaves (stages C and E, 

respectively; Chapter 2) from P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida were identified in Chapter 2, and 

RNA was extracted as described in Chapter 3.  

 Illumina TruSeq stranded mRNA libraries (SE50) were prepared and sequenced on two 

lanes of an Illumina HiSeq 4000. For the PE150 libraries described in Chapter 3, only reads 

greater than 85 bp were kept for downstream analyses. Read quality was assessed before and 

after trimming using FastQC/0.11.7 (Andrews, 2010). Reads were trimmed using 

Trimmomatic/0.38 (Bolger et al., 2014).  

 For P. dahlstedtii, two replicates each of cDNA-PCR sequencing libraries (PCS109) from 

mid-and late-stage leaves (stages C and E, respectively; Chapter 2) were sequenced together on 

one Oxford Nanopore GridION flow cell (FLO-MIN106). Bases were called using guppy 

v4.0.11 (https://nanoporetech.com/) and reads trimmed using Porechop/0.2.4-Python-3.6.6. 

Genome assembly and annotation 

 canu/2.0-Java-11 (Koren et al., 2017) was used to assemble Nanopore genomic DNA 

reads derived from P. dahlstedtii leaf tissue with the following commands—canu 

genomeSize=1.27g -nanopore *.fastq.gz gridOptions="--time=120:00:00" gridOptionscns="--

mem-per-cpu=64g" corOverlapper=minimap. The resulting assembly was successively polished 

using Nanopore gDNA reads (described above) with four iterations of Racon/1.4.0 (Vaser et al., 

2017) followed by medaka/0.10.0.Py3 (https://github.com/nanoporetech/medaka). A final 

https://nanoporetech.com/
https://github.com/nanoporetech/medaka
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polishing step was performed using Pilon/1.23 (Walker et al., 2014) with clean Illumina PE150 

gDNA reads (described above). Nanopore cDNA reads were mapped to the unmasked assembly 

using minimap2/2.17 (Li, 2018), and a random subset of small contigs (<35 kb) were manually 

assessed for cDNA alignments (evidence of gene presence) using SAMTools/1.11 (Li et al., 

2009) and IGV (Thorvaldsdóttir et al., 2013). Contigs <35 kb were purged from the assembly 

using a custom UNIX script, as the small contigs observed did not contain cDNA alignments, 

indicating a lack of gene presence. Assembly completeness was assessed at each step described 

above against BUSCO’s embryophyta_odb10 database (Creation date: 2020-09-10, number of 

species: 50, number of BUSCOs: 1614) using BUSCO/5.0.0-Python-3.7.4 (Simão et al., 2015). 

Assembly statistics were calculated using QUAST/5.0.2.Py3 (Gurevich et al., 2013). 

 For annotation, the assembly was first scanned for repetitive elements using 

RepeatModeler/2.0.1 (Flynn et al., 2020), and a soft-masked version of the assembly was 

generated using RepeatMasker/4.0.5 (Smit et al., 2016). P. dahlstedtii cDNA Nanopore reads 

and genome-guided assembled transcripts (described below) were mapped to the genome using 

minimap2/2.17 (Li, 2018). The resulting BAM files were sorted using SAMtools/1.11 (Li et al., 

2009), and GTF files were converted to GFF3 using a custom script 

(reformat_exonerate_transcript_output_gff.pl). Reference protein sequences from P. nigrum (Hu 

et al., 2019) and A. thaliana (Araport11_pep_20210622; Cheng et al., 2017) were mapped to the 

genome using Exonerate/2.2.0 (Slater and Birney, 2005). A handful of alignments were assessed 

manually in IGV (Version 2.10.3; Thorvaldsdóttir et al., 2013).  

 For gene annotation, MAKER/2.31.9 (Campbell et al., 2014; Bowman et al., 2017), 

SNAP (FATHOM version 2006-07-28) (Korf, 2004), and augustus/3.3.3.Py3 (Stanke et al., 

2008) were run sequentially, followed by a second round of MAKER that incorporated all gene 
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predictions. A random selection of annotations was manually assessed in IGV (Version 2.10.3; 

Thorvaldsdóttir et al., 2013) alongside reference protein and native RNAseq aligned evidence to 

assess gene-prediction accuracy. Protein domain prediction was conducted using hmmscan 

(HMMER/3.2.1; Eddy, 2011) using the Pfam-A.hmm database (15-Nov-2021; Finn et al., 2016). 

Genes lacking evidence of any kind (RNAseq, reference protein, or a Pfam domain) were 

purged, generating the ‘MAKER standard gene set.’ Two approaches identified transposable 

element-related genes. First, the genome was searched via BLAST+/2.9.0 (Camacho et al., 2009) 

against the LTRretriever/2.7 Tpases020812DNA and Tpases020812LINE databases (Ou and 

Jiang, 2018) with an E-value cutoff of 1e-10. Second, HMMER/3.2.1 (Eddy, 2011) was used to 

search the genome against the gypsy_db_3.1b2.hmm database with flags --domE 1e-5 -E 1e-5. 

All TE genes identified were purged from the genome annotation files. Next, deFusion (Wang et 

al., 2021) was used to identify potentially-fused tandem duplicated genes, which were observed 

by hand in IGV (Version 2.10.3; Thorvaldsdóttir et al., 2013) and re-annotated as needed using 

MAKER/2.31.9 (Campbell et al., 2014; Bowman et al., 2017). Putative functional annotations 

for the P. dahlstedtii predicted protein sequences were identified by a BLAST+/2.9.0 (Camacho 

et al., 2009) search against the A. thaliana proteome (Araport11_pep_20210622; Cheng et al., 

2017) with -evalue 1e-6 -max_hsps 1 -max_target_seqs 5. Gene statistics were calculated using 

eval-2.2.8 (Keibler and Brent, 2003), and annotation edit distance (AED) scores were extracted 

from the MAKER output.  

Genome-guided transcriptome assemblies  

 P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida Illumina SE and PE reads were mapped to the P. 

dahlstedtii genome assembly using hisat2/2.1.0 (Kim et al., 2015) with flags --rna-strandness RF 

--mp 4,1 --score-min L,-0.1,-0.8. The resulting SAM files (one for each tissue type and species) 
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were converted to BAM format, sorted, and merged by species using SAMtools/1.9 (Li et al., 

2009). Genome-guided transcript assemblies were built using Trinity/2.8.5 (Haas et al., 2013) 

with flags --genome_guided_max_intron 10000 --max_memory 512G --CPU 32 --jaccard_clip --

min_contig_length 500. 

 Transcript assembly completeness was assessed using BUSCO/5.0.0-Python-3.7.4 

(Simão et al., 2015) in ‘transcriptome’ mode against the embryophyta_odb10 database. 

TransDecoder/2.1.0-Perl-5.24.1 (Haas et al., 2013) was run to predict and translate protein-

coding sequences from the transcriptome assemblies, and functional annotations for the predicted 

protein sequences were identified as described above for the genome.  

Orthogroup clustering, phylogenetic analyses, and multiple sequence alignments 

 For orthogroup clustering and phylogenetic analyses, the most recent reference protein 

sequence databases for Selaginella moellendorffii, Ceratopteris richardii, Thuja plicata, 

Amborella trichopoda, Nymphaea colorata, Zostera marina, Spirodela polyrhiza, Zea mays, 

Cinammomum kanehirae, Aquilegia coerulea, Vitis vinifera, and Theobroma cacao were 

obtained from Phytozome v13 (https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov/; Goodstein et al., 2012). In 

addition, Arabidopsis thaliana (Araport11, 2022-01-03; Berardini et al., 2015), Pinus taeda v1.0 

and Picea abies v1.0 (congenie; Sundell et al., 2015), Azolla filiculoides v1.1 (FernBase; Li et 

al., 2018), and Piper nigrum (Hu et al., 2019) were obtained from their respective sources. 

Orthologous protein sequences were clustered using OrthoFinder/2.5.4-Python-3.7.4 and 

DIAMOND/2.0.1 with the default settings (Emms and Kelly, 2015). The R package UpSet 

(Conway et al., 2017) was used to view species intersections between orthogroups. All 

phylogenetic trees were visualized using iTOL (Letunic and Bork, 2021). Initial multiple 

sequence alignments were generated with OrthoFinder/2.5.4-Python-3.7.4—the addition of other 

https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov/
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sequences, editing, or refinement was done using MAFFT/7.453 (Katoh et al., 2019). Alignments 

were viewed in Jalview (version 2) (Waterhouse et al., 2009). 

Differential gene expression 

  The PE150 Illumina mRNA reads (described in Chapter 2) were trimmed to a length of 

50 nt using Trimmomatic/0.38 (Bolger et al., 2014) and treated as SE reads for expression 

analyses alongside the SE50 libraries described above. Reads were pseudomapped to the 

transcripts belonging to their species of origin, and counts were quantified with kallisto/0.46.1 

(Bray et al., 2016). Gene expression levels were normalized between replicate libraries using 

RUVr from the RUVseq package (Risso et al., 2014). Within-species differential gene 

expression analyses were conducted using edgeR using the GLM approach (version 3.36.0) 

(Robinson et al., 2009). Contrasts were made between each pairwise comparison of leaf 

developmental stages available (A: C, A: E, and C: E). 

Orthogroup expression 

 Orthogroups were identified using OrthoFinder (Emms and Kelly, 2015), as described 

above. All other species included in the original run were removed, leaving only sequences from 

P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida. Species-specific orthogroups were removed, meaning each 

orthogroup retained contained at least one gene from both species. Orthogroup expression 

(OGexp) was calculated within species at each leaf developmental stage—edgeR-derived 

log2CPM values (Robinson et al., 2009) were summed for the genes present in each orthogroup (  
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Equation 4.1). The difference in OGexp between species (ΔOGexp) was calculated separately for 

each stage, where P. pellucida OGexp was subtracted from P. dahlstedtii (Equation 4.2). To 

calculate the cumulative ΔOGexp over development (ΣΔOGexp), the absolute value of ΔOGexp was 

taken for each developmental stage. These values were then summed (Equation 4.3). The intra-

species correlation in OGexp over leaf development (rOGexp) was determined using the rank-based 

Kendall’s tau statistic with VGAM in R (Yee, 2020). Violin plots showed the distribution of 

these data, and α=0.05 was set to identify significantly different orthogroups. The Peperomia 

GO-term category orthogroups (proteasome, actin, chloroplast, and photosynthesis) included in 

the rOGexp plot were identified using the GO-term list available for A. thaliana at UniProt 

(UP000006548; The UniProt Consortium, 2021).  

Data manipulation, plots, and statistical analyses 

 Unless otherwise noted, R version 4.1.2 (2021-11-01) -- "Bird Hippie" and RStudio 

2021.09.0+351 "Ghost Orchid" Release (077589bcad3467ae79f318afe8641a1899a51606, 2021-

09-20) for Windows Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) were used for data and 

statistical analyses (RStudio Team, 2020; R Core Team, 2021). Plots were made using ggplot2 

(Wickham, 2016). Viridis was used for all non-ggplot2 color palettes (Garnier, 2018). 

Data availability 

 The code used for this project can be found at 

https://github.com/AFrolicOfFerns/peperomia_genome_expression_analyses_2022.  All raw 

sequencing files have been deposited at NCBI and will be released upon publication. The P. 

dahlstedtii genome has been deposited with CoGe (#62812, unmasked genome with annotations; 

#62859, masked assembly). The genome-guided transcriptome assembly for P. pellucida has 

https://github.com/AFrolicOfFerns/peperomia_genome_expression_analyses_2022
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been deposited with Zenodo under Pep_pel_assembly_MSU_V2_2021 

10.5281/zenodo.5974753. All data and code are set for public release upon publication.   
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Chapter 5. Future directions 
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Potentially immediate-future experiments in Peperomia to characterize the inhibition of 

chloroplast division on the molecular level 

 In this thesis I have covered what is known about the variation and regulation of 

chloroplast population morphology in the literature, both in terms of variation in nature and 

genetic mechanisms (Chapter 1), characterized such variation for the first time in several species 

of Peperomia, and established that chloroplast division is replaced entirely by expansion to 

maintain coverage in the palisade mesophyll cells of P. pellucida (Figure 2.4 & Figure I.4). In 

order to identify genes that regulate chloroplast population morphology in terms of division 

versus expansion, I produced novel RNAseq datasets for Peperomia spanning leaf development, 

primarily during leaf and cell expansion (Chapters 3 & 4). I have identified several of the 

chloroplast division genes as potential regulators of the large-chloroplast phenotype observed in 

P. pellucida, in addition to lists of orthologs expressed at different levels in the developing 

leaves of P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida—novel candidates of interest in the regulation of this 

phenotype (Chapter 4). Lastly, I produced the first assembled genome for the Peperomia genus 

and leveraged these data to extract lists of orthologs that are differentially expressed in P. 

pellucida or P. dahlstedtii at different developmental stages—candidate genes of interest in the 

regulation of chloroplast morphology (Chapter 4; Table 4.9). There are several potential 

experiments are being considered to strengthen the impact and context of the work. These 

experiments are described below. 

FtsZ and ARC3 protein levels and immunolocalization 

 In Chapter 4 I found that ARC3 was expressed much more in P. pellucida compared to P. 

dahlstedtii leaves, and that PARC6 was not detectable in P. pellucida. Further, I found that FtsZ1 

was upregulated in the young leaves of P. dahlstedtii, but not in P. pellucida. I hypothesized that 
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overexpression of ARC3 and lower expression levels of FtsZ1 are contributing to the large 

chloroplast phenotype observed in P. pellucida. It would be particularly interesting to observe 

FtsZ protein levels and localization in the chloroplasts of P. pellucida, as these data may provide 

support to the gene expression patterns I described in Chapter 4, where P. dahlstedtii has higher 

expression levels of FtsZ1 compared to P. pellucida in younger leaves (Figure 4.11).  

 Western blots with protein extracts from P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida incubated with 

FtsZ antibodies will be performed, time and funding permitting. These blots will indicate 

whether the FtsZ antibodies can bind to Peperomia FtsZs and, if so, provide us with relative 

protein levels in both species, which may help validate the elevated expression of FtsZ1 I 

observed in P. dahlstedtii compared to P. pellucida (Figure 4.11).  

 As described in the literature and discussed more extensively in Chapter 4, 

overexpression of ARC3 in A. thaliana coupled with the loss of PARC6 results in a population of 

only two extremely large chloroplasts per cell—a more dramatic phenotype compared to either 

condition on its own, which can be attributed to the degree of disruption of FtsZ-ring formation 

(Zhang et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2019). Provided that Peperomia FtsZs are detected in the 

western blots described above, then we may consider imaging P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida 

chloroplasts for FtsZ immunolocalization following the protocol established previously (Stokes 

et al., 2000; McAndrew et al., 2001; Vitha et al., 2001). I would expect to see punctate 

aggregates of FtsZ in P. pellucida, and normal Z-ring formation in P. dahlstedtii, following the 

observations made in Atparc6 plants overexpressing ARC3 (Chen et al., 2019). 

 Further, for any of the above proposed experiments, I may consider including two other 

large-chloroplast species, P. metallica and P. meridiana, and another small-chloroplast species 

such as P. fraseri, as consistent results between species with similar phenotypes would suggest 
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that the molecular mechanisms are the same within the genus (Figure 2.1). I would also employ 

A. thaliana, wild-type and mutants for the proteins being examined, as controls. However, should 

none of the A. thaliana antibodies proposed for use above cross-react with Peperomia proteins, 

Peperomia-specific antibodies for the FtsZs and ARC3 could be generated to address FtsZ 

expression and immunolocalization.  

Regarding BolA1 and GC1 as candidate regulators of chloroplast population morphology in 

P. pellucida 

 In Chapter 3 I identified the loss or truncation of BolA1 and GC1 as candidate regulators 

of chloroplast size in P. pellucida. In Chapter 4 I looked at chloroplast population morphology in 

A. thaliana T-DNA mutants for both genes and found a slight reduction in the number of 

chloroplasts per cell as a function of cell size, indicating that both genes may be moderate 

regulators of chloroplast population morphology or division. To better assess the reduced 

chloroplast number per cell size in these T-DNA mutants, I will take more measurements from 

cells varying more widely in size from the images that I already have in-hand—as my current 

dataset does not include a wider variation of cell sizes. I will then compare these data statistically 

with wild-type measurements. In Peperomia, I will also look at differential expression, both 

within and between species, of BolA1, as reduced expression, rather than complete loss of the 

gene as I initially thought was the case in Chapter 3, in P. pellucida could redeem BolA1 as a 

potential regulator of chloroplast population morphology.  

Molecular characterization of the leaf developmental stages established for P. dahlstedtii and 

P. pellucida 

 To better characterize the leaf developmental stages established between my two 

Peperomia species as described in Chapter 2, better quantification of the rate of cell expansion 
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between each developmental stage using existing cell size measurements would be informative. 

This would provide a quantitative measure by which I can compare these stages between species, 

ensuring that I am indeed comparing equivalent stages in gene expression analyses. Further, I am 

exploring the literature in an attempt to identify several key genes that are known to be expressed 

at defined developmental time points, such as for chloroplast expansion and development, as 

well as leaf maturity. Expression values for these genes could then be observed using the data 

described in Chapter 4. Together, these data might show trends in the correlation of certain 

developmental-stage-specific genes with the novel orthologs I identified in Chapter 4, which 

may allow for targeted selection of genes to pursue further as regulators of chloroplast 

population morphology during leaf development. 

On continuing with Peperomia as a model system 

 I have had the unique opportunity during my PhD, during which I have learned how to 

fund my own work in addition to picking up many technical skills from microscopy to 

bioinformatics. I will carry all of these skills forward with me as a continue in academia. Further, 

I independently established a novel model system for the study of chloroplast population 

morphology. Considering the cell-specific large-chloroplast phenotype in P. pellucida and the 

issues I encountered with laser capture microdissection, novel pipelines such as single cell RNA 

sequencing (Efroni and Birnbaum, 2016) would be perfect for Peperomia, and I will consider 

proposing such an experiment to address studying the cell-specific differences in chloroplast 

population morphology observed in Peperomia (Figure 2.1; Figure I.3) in post-doc fellowships 

or early-career grant applications.  
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Moving forward: Single cell RNA sequencing and cytokinin signaling in rice 

 I may incorporate some of the data described in this thesis in post-doc and early career 

grant applications, as I am interested in continuing to study chloroplast population morphology 

and have established a preliminary link between cytokinin and the control of chloroplast division 

in P. pellucida (Figure II.2). This summer, I am returning to North Carolina to start a post-doc 

position with Joe Kieber, my former undergraduate advisor at the University of North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill. While I am returning to rice, my shift in focus will not be too distant, as I will be 

characterizing gene expression in the monocot shoot apical meristem. Excitingly, I will learn 

how to perform single-cell RNA sequencing—a technique that I plan to master and utilize in my 

career moving forward. While this project is funded, I am applying for one or two post-doc 

fellowships (NSF-PGRP and USDA, likely) to establish my independence as an investigator in 

preparation for applying for faculty positions in the future. I think this will be a very nice 

continuation of the work, especially considering the effort I have gone to establish Peperomia as 

a model system. 
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Appendix I 

 

Establishing novel methods for the quantification of chloroplast coverage toward 

identifying regulators of this trait via natural variation 
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Summary 

 Chloroplast coverage varies between species, though is generally high in the primary 

photosynthetic tissue(s) and does not differ drastically between closely related species. However, 

this has not been studied extensively. 

The Arabidopsis leaf bundle sheath cells (surrounding the vasculature) have lower 

chloroplast coverage than spongy mesophyll (Kinsman and Pyke, 1998). Individual chloroplast 

area and coverage are higher in C4 bundle sheath cells compared to C3 species (Sage, 2004; Stata 

et al., 2014; Reeves et al., 2017). Similarly, the spongy mesophyll cells of C4 species have 

smaller chloroplasts and lower coverage than C3 (Stata et al., 2014). Presumably, these 

alterations are associated with different modes of photosynthesis and the subsequent functions of 

these cell types (Kinsman and Pyke, 1998; Stata et al., 2014). 

 A set of A. thaliana mutants had reduced chloroplast coverage (Larkin et al., 2016). 

These REDUCED CHLOROPLAST COVERAGE (REC) genes are not well understood, though 

they may be involved in retrograde signaling; thus, these proteins may play a role in the sensing 

mechanism by which coverage is maintained by the cell (Larkin et al., 2016).  

 Coverage is difficult to quantify, meaning it is not well suited to genetic or high-

throughput screen experiments. However, previous work in the lab identified several accessions 

of Arabidopsis with a maximum difference in chloroplast coverage of nearly 30% (Figure I.1). I 

have confirmed this difference in coverage (Figure I.1) and established a modern protocol for 

measuring coverage that can be applied to future high-throughput experiments. 
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Figure I.1. Natural variation in chloroplast coverage between Arabidopsis thaliana 

accessions. 

(A) % chloroplast coverage for each of the accessions shown. Error bars represent the standard 

error of the mean. Accessions of interest, Kas-2 and Ler-0 are colored with black bars. These 

data were collected and analyzed by Deena Kadirjan-Kalbach (Michigan State University). (B) 

Confirmation of the difference in % chloroplast coverage between Kas-2 and Ler-0 in my own 

hands using the original method without chlorophyll autofluorescence (Wilcox test; ***, 

p<0.001). (C) Merged bright field and chlorophyll autofluorescence images from fixed mature 

leaf mesophyll cells taken from Kas-2 and (D) Ler-0. The cell wall is outlined with black dashed 

lines. The scale bar represents 20 µm for both images.  
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Establishing a new method for high-throughput screening of chloroplast coverage 

 To expedite the phenotyping necessary for large-scale projects, I adapted the traditional 

method leveraging modern tools (Figure I.2). Leaf tissue was fixed and treated as described 

previously (Pyke and Leech, 1991). Samples (small portions of fixed tissue, ~2x2 mm) were 

mounted in 75% sterile glycerol on glass slides and sealed using clear nail polish at the margins 

of the coverslip. In this manner, samples can be stored for months at 4°C, ready for imaging at 

any time. Mounted samples were imaged for chlorophyll autofluorescence using a confocal 

microscope. The resulting images—bright field and chlorophyll autofluorescence—were used to 

measure 2-D cell area and chloroplast coverage, respectively (Figure I.2). I further explored 

whether these measurements could be fully automated using machine learning with ilastik (Berg 

et al., 2019) and cellpose (Stringer et al., 2021). Ultimately, cell area was measured by hand, as it 

proved difficult for the boundaries of the cell to be accurately predicted. Chloroplast coverage 

was fully automated using FIJI custom IJM and macro batch processing scripts (Schindelin et al., 

2012). Autofluorescence images were prepared and saved using another custom IJM script. 

Merged (bright-field and autofluorescence) images were opened in FIJI, and cell boundaries 

were traced by hand using the ‘freehand’ tool. These images were saved for later use. A custom 

macro batch processing script was used to process the remainder of the measurements. All pairs 

of cell-traced and modified autofluorescence images from a specified directory were opened and 

processed in batch. For each pair of images, FIJI converts and thresholds the autofluorescence 

image and measures the total area of fluorescence (chloroplast) within the traced cell boundary, 

yielding the percent coverage. A table of measurements was output by FIJI and saved by hand. 
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Figure I.2. Concept and validation behind a new method for high-throughput measurement 

of chloroplast coverage. 

(A) Visualizations for the current method by which chloroplast coverage is determined and (B-

D) the steps implemented in the new method. (B) Merged bright field and chlorophyll 

autofluorescence image, (C) autofluorescence alone, and (D) a mask representing the total 

chloroplast area relative to that of the cell generated using FIJI (Schindelin et al., 2012). (E) 

Comparison of the original and new methods for chloroplast coverage measurement. (Kruskal-

Wallis test with Bonferroni correction; α=0.05). 
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Natural variation in coverage in Peperomia species  

 Chloroplast coverage is also known to vary in plants naturally. In all Peperomia spp. 

observed, it seems that coverage differs greatly between palisade and spongy mesophyll cells 

(Figure 2.1; Ahmadabadi and Bock, 2012). Indeed, in P. dahlstedtii, coverage was significantly 

lower in spongy (<25%) versus palisade (~60%) mesophyll cells (Figure I.3). This phenomenon 

demonstrates a clear difference in the regulation of chloroplast coverage between palisade and 

spongy mesophyll cells in Peperomia. 

 Importantly, palisade cell chloroplast coverage appears to be maintained at similar levels 

between different Peperomia species. (Figure 2.1; Ahmadabadi and Bock, 2012). I confirmed 

that P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida palisade cells maintain an average chloroplast coverage of 52-

55% (Figure I.4). These phenomena are fascinating and should be studied further, as they may 

provide direct insight into how and why chloroplast coverage is regulated.  

Materials and methods 

Plant materials used  

 Arabidopsis lines were purchased from the Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center 

(ABRC) at Ohio State University (Kadirjan-Kalbach et al., 2019).  

Plant growth conditions 

 Arabidopsis seeds were germinated after 3 nights of cold treatment for vernalization 

either in moist soil (Sure Mix on top of 1-inch vermiculite) or on sterile LS-plates and grown 

under 100 µE m-2s-1 (16-hour days) in a chamber. Seeds were sterilized with chlorine gas for 2-

3 hours.  
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Figure I.3. Chloroplast coverage is higher in palisade compared to spongy mesophyll cells 

of P. dahlstedtii.  

Chloroplast coverage (proportion of planar area occupied by the collective chloroplast 

population to that of the cell, shown as %) is significantly higher in palisade (P) compared to 

spongy mesophyll (SM) cells. Measurements were taken from mature leaves. (Wilcox test, 

α=0.05). 
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Figure I.4. Chloroplast coverage in mature palisade mesophyll cells from P. dahlstedtii and 

P. pellucida. 

Chloroplast coverage was measured using the new chlorophyll autofluorescence-based method 

established and described above in palisade cells extracted from mature leaves. A Wilcox test 

revealed no significant difference in coverage between species (α=0.05). 
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Tissue fixation and microscopy 

 For chloroplast number and size observations, leaves were fixed in 3.5% glutaraldehyde 

for 1-2 hours with shaking in the dark. The tissue was subsequently loosened in 0.2 M Na2-

EDTA pH 9.0 for 30 minutes to one hour at 55°C (Pyke and Leech, 1994; Khoshravesh and 

Sage, 2018). Slides were prepared by placing a small amount of leaf tissue in a drop of 75% 

glycerol (for long-term storage). After placing the coverslip, the sample was tapped down using a 

pencil eraser, effectively ‘squishing’ it and further separating the cells. Slides prepared with 

glycerol were sealed using nail polish and shored at 4°C. Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) 

images were taken on a Leica DMI3000 B microscope at 40x magnification. Fluorescent images 

of chlorophyll autofluorescence for chloroplasts (Excitation 633 nm, Emission 600-700 nm) 

were taken on a Nikon C2 confocal microscope at the MSU Center for Advanced Microscopy 

(CAM). Cell and chloroplast area measurements and counts were performed using the freehand 

tracing and counter tools in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) (ImageJ Version 2.0.0-rc-69/1.52p).  

Funding sources 

 The U.S. Department of Energy funded this project, award No. DE-FG02-06ER15808.  
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Chloroplast and proplastid division in large-chloroplast-containing Peperomia species 
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Peperomia dahlstedtii and Peperomia pellucida likely retain similar numbers of proplastids 

in their meristematic cells 

 Reduced rates of proplastid division in meristematic cells are known to affect chloroplast 

population morphology in A. thaliana (Pyke, 2009). Therefore, I wanted to see if P. pellucida 

might experience reduced proplastid division compared to P. dahlstedtii. Though proplastids are 

colorless and difficult to image (Butterfass, 1988; Pyke, 2009), previous observations suggest 

that the number of chloroplasts present in the mature guard cells of a given plant is reflective of 

its meristematic-cell proplastid numbers (Butterfass, 1988). Therefore, if P. pellucida 

experiences reduced rates of proplastid division, it is likely that the number of guard cell 

chloroplasts would be smaller than that of P. dahlstedtii. Interestingly, the average guard cell 

from P. dahlstedtii had 12 chloroplasts and P. pellucida 11.5, with no significant differences 

(Figure II.1). This suggests that both species keep similar numbers of proplastids in their 

meristematic cells, and that proplastid division is likely not disrupted in P. pellucida, further 

supporting my findings in Chapter 2 that a complete lack of chloroplast division in the palisade 

cells of P. pellucida, compensated for by expansion in individual chloroplast size, is responsible 

for the large-chloroplast phenotype observed in this species (Figure 2.4). 

Chloroplast division is likely not wholly abolished in Peperomia species with large 

chloroplasts 

 Though chloroplast division does not occur in the palisade cells of P. pellucida, I 

wondered whether it is abolished or inhibited. While the mechanism is not yet understood, the 

phytohormone cytokinin is involved in chloroplast division (Cortleven and Schmülling, 2015; 

Vercruyssen et al., 2015). A cytokinin-sensitive Physcomitrella patens mutant with giant 

chloroplasts could be rescued by applying exogenous cytokinin or by transgenic expression of 
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Agrobacterium tumefaciens isopentenyl transferase (ipt)—the product of which is a protein 

required for cytokinin biosynthesis (Abel et al., 1989; Reski et al., 1991). Further, A. thaliana 

leaves treated with exogenous cytokinin have significantly increased numbers of chloroplasts per 

cell (Okazaki et al., 2009). In line with this work, I found that mature P. metallica leaves treated 

with cytokinin had significantly higher numbers of chloroplasts in their palisade mesophyll cells 

compared to the control group (Figure II.2). This indicates that chloroplast division is possible in 

the palisade mesophyll of P. metallica and its sister species (P. pellucida and P. meridiana) and 

that it likely is down-regulated or suppressed rather than abolished. 

Materials and methods 

Plant materials, growth conditions, and propagation 

 As described in Chapter 2.  

Live cross-sections and leaf peels  for imaging of guard cells 

 The following techniques were adapted from (Ruzin, 1999). Live cross-sections were 

made using fresh mature leaves. Leaves were removed from the plant and promptly placed in a 

shallow dish of sterile distilled H2O. The leaf was gently held down under a layer of parafilm, 

and a double edge razor blade cleaned with 70% ethanol was used to slice several cross-sections 

<1 mm in thickness. Abaxial epidermal peels were taken directly from still-attached leaves by 

applying clear tape to the underside of the leaf and gently peeling away the epidermis or using a 

set of fine-tipped forceps to grasp the epidermis at the leaf edge and pull it away for removal. All 

live tissues were immediately mounted on a glass slide in distilled H2O with a coverslip and 

imaged on a Leica DMI3000 B microscope.  
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Figure II.1. Chloroplast numbers in guard cells from mature P. dahlstedtii and P. pellucida 

leaves.  

(A) The number of chloroplasts was counted in guard cells from the mature leaves of P. 

dahlstedtii and P. pellucida. NS, no significant difference (Wilcox test, α=0.05). (B-C) 

Representative images of guard cells used for quantification from (B) P. dahlstedtii and (C) P. 

pellucida. The scale bar represents 50 µm for both images. 

 

 

 
Figure II.2. Treatment with cytokinin increases the number of chloroplasts per cell in P. 

metallica leaves.  

Mature P. metallica leaves were treated with solvent (control, orange) or 5 µM of cytokinin 

(pink) for two days. A student’s t-test indicated statistical significance with p<0.05 (not shown 

on the plot).  
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 Cytokinin treatment assay 

 Healthy mature P. metallica leaves were removed from the plant and cut in half length-

wise using a sterile razor blade, after which they were gently pressed (cut side down) into 

Murashige and Skoog (MS; Sigma, M5519) plates supplemented with 5 µM N6-Benzyladenine 

solubilized in 1 M NaOH (BA, an artificial cytokinin; Sigma, B3408) or 1 M NaOH (as the 

negative control). The plates were sealed using mesh tape and moved to the growth chamber 

(same conditions described in Chapter  2) for three days. The leaves were then fixed, imaged, 

and quantified for chloroplast number, area, and cell area as described in Chapter 2.  

Statistical analyses 

 As described in Chapter 2.  
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